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Coaxial lines, rectangular waveguides and raicrostrip

lines are the nxjst widely used microwave transmission lines*

While coaxial lines and waveguides have been in use since long,

and still continue to bo an integral part of a typical micro-

wave set up, the emergence of microstrip line (and other MIC’
s’

is a comparatively recent phenomenon. The MIC* s offer advant^

ages like reduction in volume and weight, an improved reliabi-

lity and low cost of production when produced in mass. The

interest in waveguides and coaxial lines is being sustained

by factors like their higher power handling capability, compa-

ratively low power loss, etc.
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An abrupt change in the configuration of a transmission

line is termed ’discontinuity** The discontinuities are

either deliberately created or are necessitated by some other

considerations. In the first category one can mention examples

like stubs, diaphragms and posts used as reactance elements

in the line, changes in one or more dimensions, or in the

medium, of the line so as to match it to a given load or termi-

nation, etc. In the second category fall discontinuities like

beads needed to support the inner conductor in a coaxial line,

metallic posts needed to mount an active device across a

waveguide, microstrip gap used for d,c, blocking, etc.

Besides the above mentioned discontinuities, the junc-

tions of similar/dissimilar lines constitute another very

important class of microwave transmission line discontinuity

problems* The junctions of similar lines are used primarily

for the production of non-reciprocal components like isolators,

circulators, tees, directional couplers, etc. The junction of

dissimilar lines are needed to serve as a means of launching

the electromagnetic energy from one line into the other.

The objectives of this thesis are;

i) to present the electromagnetic analyses of some new types

of discontinuity problems involving coax ial-waveguide and

coaxial-micros trip junctions, and to investigate their

practical applications, and
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ii) to investigate, both theoretically and experimentally,

the case of a raicrostrip line loaded in the transverse

plane with a thin cylindrical metallic post, and suggest

areas of application of this new configuration.

A brief chapterwise description of the work reported in

this thesis is given below:

1, The first chapter briefly traces the origin and growth of

the field of microwave transmission lines and their discon-

tinuities, This chapter also highlights the salient

features, from the point of view of practical application,

of the work reported in the thesis,

2, The second chapter, besides introducing in brief the basic

concepts and definitions used in the thesis, gives an

overview on microwave transmission lines and their discon-

tinuities, Various discontinuities in coaxial, v/aveguide

and micro strip forms are discussed. The junctions of

similar/dissimilar lines are also discussed. Particular

attention is paid to problems that are relevant to the work

reported in this thesis, A. section on methods of experi-

mental evaluation of microwave transmission line disconti-

nuities is also included,

3, The junction formed by a coaxial line entering the broad

wall of a rectangular waveguide has been, and continues

to be, a subject of study (see, e,g., [l]-[3]). This
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junction is used mainly for coupling the electromagnetic

energy from the coaxial line into the waveguide, or vice

versa. A useful modification of this junction results

if we let a mobable short-circuit be present in the

coaxial line, i.e. if we let the coaxial line be tunable.

The junction of a tunable coaxial line and a rectangular

Waveguide has some well-known uses, e.g, for matching the

coaxial line to the waveguide and thereby maximising the

power coupled [4], as a power combining element [5], etc.

The utility of this junction was significantly enhanced

when it was successfully used for experimental evaluation

of complex permittivity of dielectric samples [6]. The

third chapter of the thesis examines this junction from

one more different angle, i.e, from the viewpoint of its

applicability to microwave filtering. Two different

versions of the junction are analysed. The first, called

the 'short-circuited case', is the case when the tip of the

probe is allowed to touch the bottom inner wall of the

waveguide. The second, called the 'air-gap case', is the

case when an air-gap is allowed to exist between the tip

of the probe and the waveguide wall. The analysis of

these configurations is complicated by the additional

boundary condition that the movable short imposes at the

junction plane. The analysis is done under some suitable
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simplifying assumptions which help in obtaining a closed -

form expression for the transmission coefficient between

the waveguide ports [7]-[l0]*

Both the short-circuited and air-gap cases exihibit

sharp transmission minimum v/hich can be tuned all over the

operating band of the waveguide by varying the position

of the movable short. Consequently, these structures will

find application as new? types of prototypes for developing

vi?aveguide notch filters and will be especially useful

when one is interested in achieving a large continuous

mechanical tunability.

The third chapter also presents the results of the

experimentation that was taken up on the filtering behavior

of the above mentioned configurations. It is seen that

the undesirable passband ripples that these configurations

exihibit can be brought down to an acceptable level

through the use of an extremely thin (electrically) probe.

Detailed theoretical results describing the dependence of

the filtering parameters (i,e, the peak insertion loss,

Q's, and the skirt selectivities) on the physical para-

meters (e.g. Waveguide dimensions, probe radius,

characteristic impedance of the coaxial line, etc.) are

presented graphically.
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One of the crucial assumptions made in the above

mentioned analysis was the neglect of higher-order wave-

guide modes while writing the total excitation field along

the length of the probe* In the last section of the third

chapter, an attempt is made to incorporate the effects of

the first higher-order mode in the analysis. Only the

short-circuited case is considered. It is seen that

although, in principle, it is possible to go on refining

the analysis for more and more higher-order modes, the

tremendous increase in the amount of algebra involved with

the inclusion of each new mode (and still rmre heavy

work for the air-gap case) makes this effort rather impra-

ctical. Also, it should be noted that for obtaining a

practically acceptable performance of the above mentioned

configurations, use of extremely thin probes is in any case

mandatory, in which case the analysis presented in the

earlier sections is sufficiently accurate. The analysis

reported in the last section may thus be viewed as a rather

revealing academic exercise*

4* The junction of a tunable coaxial line and a rectangular

waveguide, which was examined in the third chapter for

its filtering aspects, has been re-examined in the fourth

chapter* The emphasis now is on its applicability as a

method of experimental evaluation of waveguide mounts.
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Lewin' s formulation for a singly-loaded E-plane waveguide

metallic post [ll] has been extended to the configuration

under consideration. The advantage of this formulation is

that, unlike the analysis presented in the third chapter,

the effects of all higher-order waveguide modes excited in

the vicinity of the post can easily be incorporated in the

analysis* A comparison between this formulation and tte

one presented in the third chapter is made. As expected,

the results given by these two different approaches tally

for thinner posts.

Analysis reveals that the positions of the movable

short for minimum and maximum transmission between the

Waveguide ports can be correlated to the parameters of the

post by means of simple explicit equations. As a result,

a very useful method for experimental characterization of

waveguide posts results. In comparison with the existing

methods of this kind, the present method is superior in

the following respects;

i) No electrical measurements are needed, thus the errors

encountered in electrical measurements, e.g, unwanted

reflections at various junctions, poor instrument

sensitivity, etc,, are completely eliminated,

ii) An explicit measurement of the unknown parameters

is possible.
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iii) The configuration used is simple and easy to implement,

iv) The working equations are quite simple, thus obviating

the need of graphical/semigraphical/computer-aided

analysis of the measured data.

The above mentioned method is applied to three different

posts [ 12] • Agreement with the theory is good. An exten-

sion of the method for characterizing doubly-loaded posts

is formulated. Application of the method for characterizing

broadwall coaxial-V(?aveguide junctions is discussed,

5, In the fifth chapter, the junction formed by a tunable

coaxial line entering a microstrip line through the ground

plane is analysed. The planar waveguide dispersion model

[13] is used for the analysis, as this model suits the

geometry of the problem involved. The analysis runs along

lines similar to those followed in the third chapter.

This configuration also exihibits a continuously tunable

sharp transmission minimum which can be exploited for

developing raicrostrip notch filters with large continuous

mechanical tunabilities^

Of the various methods that are used to feed a micro-

strip line fromi a coaxial input, the broad-v^all launching

is an important method. This method becomes especially

useful if small ground-plane spacings are involved, and

if frequencies above S-band are not used. In this methodl
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the coaxial line is Haunted on the ground plane of the

micros trip line, and the inner conductor of the coaxial

line penetrates the substrate through a cylindrical hole

to feed the strip. Although some discussion on this type

of launchers is available in the literature [14], no

directly usable results on the input impedance seen by the

coaxial line (which is a very important parameter in the

design/analysis of any coaxial-micros trip launcher) in

such a launcher seem to have been reported so far. The

fifth chapter of the thesis reports an investigation on

this impedance. The aforementioned analysis of the

broad-wall junction of a tunable coaxial line and a micro-

strip line is used for this investigation. The theoretical

resonance condition (which is also experimentally verified,

for two different sets of parameter values) obtained by

the analysis establishes, after proper interpretation,

that the feed-wire in a broad-wall coaxial-microstrip

launcher can be assumed, for the purpose of writing its

input impedance, to act as a thin wire antenna radiating

in an unbounded homogeneous dielectric-filled space [l5]»

6, The sixth chapter analyses the case of a microstrip line

loaded in the transverse plane with a thin cylindrical

conducting post. Once again, the planar waveguide model

[13] is used for the analysis. As expected, it is found

that the post offers an inductive reactance across the
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microstrip line. The mathematical expression for this

reactance is worked out. Theoretical results describing

the dependence of this reactance on the various parameters

(i.e, aspect ratio of the microstrip, post diameter and

dielectric constant of the substrate) of the configuration

are presented graphically. The experimental verification

of the theory is done by forming a resonant structure

consisting of a microstrip open-end/gap (which can be chara-

cterized by available methods) and the unknovm post and

noting the frequency of resonance of the resulting

configuration [l6].

The configuration analysed in the sixth chapter provides

one with an easy means of simulating parallel reactances

in a microstrip/stripline, and will find an extensive

application in the design of micro strip/stripline filters,

impedance-matching sections, etc, where parallel reactances

are required. The analysis reported in this chapter v;ill

also help in the design of some microstrip-slot line

transitions which involve the use of a transversly placed

metallic wire [l7]).

The seventh chapter of the thesis concludes the vjork by

highlighting the various important results obtained and'

their potential for practical applications.
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CHAPTER 1

INTROIXJCTION

The types of transmission lines that are used to carry

electromagnetic energy from one place to another vary with

the frequency ranges involved. At microwave frequencies,

coaxial lines, v/aveguides and Microwave Integrated Circuits

(MIC’s) are the most commonly employed lines. The coaxial

lines and V'/aveguides have been in use since long, and still

continue to enjoy popularity, especially for applications

Vi/here large powers are involved. The MIC lines, on the

other hand, have evolved mainly in the last two decades or

so. Their evolution was assisted by factors like the

development of semiconductor devices for use at microwave

frequencies and the rapid strides made by IC technology at

lower frequencies.

The first major recorded research activity which

galvanised the status of microwave theory and practice and

set many future trends was the one involved in the development

of radar and related techniques during world war II, The

tremendous amount of information, which was of both theore-

tical and experimental nature, generated during this

activity on microwave transmission lines, their discontinuitiej

and their junctions subsequently appeared in the form of
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several books like those by Huxley [!]» Ragan [2],

Montgomery et.al. [3], Moreno [4], Marcuvitz [5], Lewin

[6], King et.al* [7], Schwinger and Saxon [Sj# etc.

Further progress in the area was recorded by authors like

Collin [9], [59]# Harrington [lO], Young [ll], Mittra and

Lee [ 12], Lewin [13], etc., whose works were either fully

or partially devoted to this field.

Besides these books, a tremendous amount of infor-

mation on microwave transmission lines and their disconti-

nuities is also scattered in the form of hundreds of research

papers that have been, and are still being, published in

this area. Earlier, the accent was mainly on coaxial lines

and v/aveguides. The last two decades have, however,

witnessed a phenomenal growth in the literature on MIC lines

and their discontinuity structures (including their junctions).

The coaxial lines and waveguides have also continued to

occupy a major place, especially because of their indispen-

sability for large-pov/er applications. The discontinuities

in these lines have been receiving a constant attention of

researchers, primarily as regards their analysis. Many

new types of structures have been analysed* Most of these

structures have come up as a direct consequence of some

other physical considerations. For instance, the mounting

of an active device in a waveguide inevitably requires use
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of metallic posts. An accurate characterization of

metallic posts thus becomes a practical necessity, arising

out of need to design high-power amplifiers, oscillators,

detectors, etc.

Besides the discontinuities in a line, the junctions

of similar/dis similar lines are also a very important

subject of study. The junctions of similar lines are used

mainly to produce nonreciprocal components like directional

couplers, tees, and circulators. The junctions of dissi-

milar lines are necessitated primarily by the need to

feed electromagnetic energy from one line into the other.

Sometimes, one line, in a stub form, can also be used as

a reactance element in the other line.

The work reported in this thesis concerns with the

electromagnetic analyses of the following configurations:

i) The broadwall junction involving a rectangular

Waveguide and a tunable coaxial line.

ii) The broadtail junction involving a microstrip

line and a tunable coaxial line,

iii) The microstrip line loaded in the transverse

plane with a thin cylindrical metallic post,

A sufficient amount of experimental results to verify

the various theories developed are also given. From the
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viewpoint of practical application, the work reported can

be highlighted in terms of the following contributions:

i) New prototypes for developing waveguide/micro strip

notch filters vg-ith large continuous mechanical

tunabilities,

ii) A new simple method of experimental evaluation of

Waveguide mounting structures and coaxial ~

waveguide junctions*

iii) A nevj model for the input reactance seen by the

coaxial line in a broadv/all coaxial-microstrip

launcher,

iv) A very simple method of simulating parallel

inductances in a microstrip/stripline. This part

of the work assumes a special significance when

one keeps in mind the fact that methods of simula-

ting parallel inductance in MIC lines seem not

to have received much attention so far.



CHAPTER 2

MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION LINES AND THEIR DISCONTINUITIES

AInI OVERVIEW

2.1 GENERAL

A transmission line is a system of material boundaries

forming a continuous path from one place to another and

capable of directing the flow of electromagnetic energy along

this path. If the geometrical dimensions and constants of

materials are identical in all transverse sections, the line

is said to be uniformj otherwise it is called a nonuniform

line. An abrupt change in the physical configuration of a

transmission line is called ’ discontinuity*

,

At microv;ave frequencies, the most widely used lines

are the coaxial lines, the waveguides, and the Microwave

Integrated Circuits (MIC’s). Vftiile coaxial lines and wave-

guides have been in use since long, and are still indispen-

sable for high power applications, the emergence of MIC’s

is a comparatively recent phenomenon.

Theoretically speaking, a given transmission line can

support an infinite number of distinct field configurations,

or ’modes’, each of them satisfying Maxwell’s equations and

the boundary conditions involved, A mode is said to be
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’propagating' when the net power flov/ contributed by it is

real, and is termed 'evanescent’ when its contribution to

the net povvfer flow is imaginary. All modes have a definite

’cut-off’ frequency. A mode propagates at frequencies above

its cut-off and is evanescent at frequencies below its

cut-off. The mode with the lowest cut-off frequency is

called the ’dominant* or ’fundamental’ mode of propagation

in the line.

Most of the practically used microwave transmission

lines can be analysed in terms of TE, HA and TEM modes. The

transverse electric (TE) modes are characterized by the

absence of the component of electric field (E) along the

direction of propagation of electromagnetic energy. The

transverse magnetic (TM) modes have no component of the

magnetic field (H) in the direction of propagation. The

transverse electromagnetic (TEM) modes are marked by the

absence of the component of both E and H fields in the

direction of propagation.

The presence of a discontinuity in a transmission

line gives rise to a reflected wave and a storage of

reactive energy in the vicinity of the discontinuity

because of excitation of higher-order modes. The effects

of a discontinuity can be generally described, provided

the discontinuity is symmetric and reciprocal, by means of
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one reflection coefficient (say's) one transmission

coefficient (say T). Both t and T are, in general, complex

quantities. For a nonsymmetric and/or nonreciprocal

discontinuity, the complete characterization requires

knowledge of two reflection coefficients (say and and

two transmission coefficients (say and 12 )*

An alternative representation which is commonly used

is to describe the behavior of the discontinuity by an

equivalent transmission line circuit which would give rise

to reflected and transmitted waves of magnitude proportional

to X and T, respectively*

From the point of view of the lines involved, the

various microwave transmission line discontinuities can be

divided into the following:

i) Coaxial line discontinuities

ii) INaveguide discontinuities

iii) MIC discontinuities

iv) Junctions of similar lines

v) Junctions of dissimilar lines

The following sections discuss, in brief, these

various types of discontinuities,

2.2 COAXIAL LINES AND THEIR DISCONTI^JUITIES

Coaxial lines are the transmission systems in which

the electromagnetic waves are transmitted through a
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dielectric medium bounded by two coaxial conducting cylinders.

The fundamental mode of propagation in these lines is a TEM

mode. At relatively higher-frequencies, these lines can

support TE and IM modes also.

The most commonly employed coaxial line is the air-

filled circular line shown in Fig, 2,1, In this line, the

medium is air and both the inner and outer conductors have

a circular cross-section. The fundamental (TEM) ntode of

propagation in this line has a zero cutoff frequency.

The step discontinuities shown, alongwith their

equivalent circuits, in Fig, 2,2 are the most commonly

encountered coaxial discontinuities. Numerous results,

comprising both computer-aided calculations and empirical/

semiempirical formulas, on the equivalent shunt capacitances

and are available in literature (see, e,g,, [3]-[5],

[ll], [143-[18]), The results on co planar steps in both

conductors have been reported by Jurkus [19] and, quite

recently, by Sreenivasiah and Chang [20] • Various other

coaxial discontinuities, o,g, windows and apertures, infi-

nitely thin disk attached to the inner/outer conductor,

abrupt changes in the medium, bifurcations, metallic posts,

shunt/series branches, etc, have been discussed by

Montgomery, Dicke and Purcell [3], Moreno [4], Marcuvitz [5],

1/i/hinnery, Jamieson and Robbins [l4]-[l53, etc. It is



Fia. 2-1 An Qir-fiticd coaxial line with circular
cross -section



(a) Step in the inner

conductor
(b) Step in the outer

conductor

2 Step discontinuities in a circular coaxial

line and their equivalent circuits
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generally possible to write the equivalent circuits of these

more complicated discontinuities as superimposition of

those of more than one elementary discontinuities. For

instance, the discontinuity capacitance associated with

an infinitely thin disk on the inner conductor is twice

that associated with a step upto the disk diameter.

In the context of this section, it is also worthwhile

to mention that, of late, a large number of new types of

coaxial configurations (and/or discontinuities therein),

evolved for various specific applications, have started

attracting the attention of researchers. Of notable signi-

ficance are the coaxial cables with non-circular geometry

(see, e.g., [2l]-[34]), the leaky coaxial cables (see, e.g,

,

[35]-[46] the nonuniform coaxial lines (see, e.g,, [47] -

[53]), the coaxial cables v;ith gap in the inner/outer

conductor (see, e.g,, [54]-[56]), etc,

2.3 WAVEGUIDES AND THEIR DISCONTINUITIES

Any transmission line is a waveguide in the sense

that it guides electromagnetic waves. In practice, however,

it has been customary to reserve the term 'waveguide* for

lines in wfiich the wave propagation is not in the form of

a TEM mode. However, with the advent of new types of

guiding structures, especially those in MIC form, even this

classification has started losing relevance.
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Broadly speaking, two types of waveguides have been,

and are, in use. They are i) the closed cylindrical

conducting tubes and ii) the open boundary structures. In

the former, generally knov^ as ‘cylindrical waveguides*,

the hollow Walls of the tube serve to confine the electro-

magnetic fields and thereby guide the electromagnetic energy.

In the latter, which are generally termed ‘surface waveguides*,

the electromagnetic energy is guided along the interface

between two different media by means of ’ surface waves* . The

cylindrical waveguides can be subdivided, depending on the

geometry of the cross-section, into rectangular waveguides,

circular waveguides, elliptic waveguides, guides with

arbitrary cross-section, etc. The surface waveguides, which

are especially useful at millimeter wave and optical wave

frequencies, comprise structures like dielectric slabs,

dielectric coated conductors, corrugated structures, etc,

A detailed discussion on surface waveguides and

associated discontinuities is beyond the scope of the

present study. The interested reader may, however, find a

lot of literature on them (see, e.g., [9]-[l0], [57]-[65]).

Similarly, cylindrical waveguides with nonroctangular

cross-section do not constitute a direction of work in this

thesis, and will not be discussed hero. The interested

reader is again referred to the literature (see, e.g., [3] -

[5], [9], [13], [66]-[893).

I
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The following subsection briefly discusses the recta-

ngular Waveguide and associated discontinuities,

2,3,1 Rectangular Waveguides and their Discontinuities;

Rectangular waveguide is the most popular waveguide

used nowadays. The main reasons behind its popularity

are its large bandwidth for single-mode operation, reasonably

low attenuation, and good mode-stability for fundamental —mode

operation.

The rectangular waveguide consists of a hollov^

conducting tube of rectangular cross-section, as illustrated

in Fig, 2,3, The width of the rectangle is generally denoted

by 'a' and height by 'b*, as shown* The coordinate axes

are generally chosen as marked. This line can not support

a TEM mode, but is capable of guiding TE and IM modes. The

modes are generally written as TE and TM , where the

subscripts ‘m* and ’ n’ are integers describing the

variation of field components in x and y directions,

respectively.

The fundamental mode of propagation in a rectangular

Waveguide is the TE,„ mode. For this mode, E„, H„ and H
10 ' y ' X z

are the only non—zero field components. In view of this,

it has become customary to designate discontinuities symm-

etrical about the y-axis as E-plane discontinuities. The
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discontinuities that are symmetrical about the x-axia are

called the K-plane discontinuities. The E-plane disconti-

nuities are also referred to as ’ inductive* discontinuities

because the predominant element in their equivalent circuits

is an inductive reactance. The H-plane discontinuities can

be regarded as ‘capacitive* discontinuities as their equi-

valent circuits are dominated by capacitive reactances.

The discontinuities whose dimensions along the z—axis

are negliggible compared to the wavelength involved are

termed ’thin* discontinuities. In most of the cases, the

effects of a thin discontinuity can be represented by a

shunt element across the guide, as shovm in Fig, 2.4a. For

’thick* discontinuities, a more general representation like

the one shown in Fig, 2,4b is necessitated'*’.

Of the various techniques available for analysing

Waveguide discontinuities, the mode-matching techniques,

the Wiener-Hopf techniques, the variational techniques, and

the quasi-static techniques are most commonly known. A

unified account of mode-matching and Wiener-Hopf techniques

has been given by Mittra and Lee in their book [l2].

’*’A notable exception to this is the case of a H-plane
metallic post where the equivalent circuit shown in Fig,
2.4b needs to be used for both thin and thick posts.



(a) Thin discontinuity (b) Thick discontinuity

rig.2'4 Typical equivalent circuit for a
discontinuity in a rectangular waveguide
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Fox details on other techniques, one can refer, for

example, books by Schwinger and Saxon [8], Collin [9],

Harrington [lO], Lewin [l3], Young [ll], [60], etc,

A brief discussion on the various rectangular

waveguide discontinuities follows,

2.3.1a Diaphragms and windows ;

One of the most common forms of discontinuity used

in waveguide circuits is a metallic partition extending

partially across the guide in a plane perpendicular to the

direction of propagation, as shown in Fig. 2.5(a), The

thickness of the partition is usually small compared with

the wavelength involved, but the effects of the thickness

can not always be neglected The opening in the partition

may be of any shape. Such a partition is called a diaphragm

or an iris. The opening created by the partition is called

a window. For thin partitions, the equivalent circuit is

just a shunt element, as shown in Fig. 2,5(b), For thick

partitions, the equivalent circuit consists of both series

and shunt elements, as shown in Fig, 2,5(c),

Details on various types of diaphragms and their

equivalent circuits are available in several books (see,

e.g,, [3]-[5], [8]--[l03» [13]) and research papers (see, e.g,

[90]-[983 ). Detailed analysis of the multiple diaphragms is

also available [l3].



Fig.
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2.3.1b Metallic strips ;

A strip is a thin rectangular conducting sheet placed

in a plane across the cross-section of the waveguide. The

strips may be placed either in E-plane (inductive strips)

or in H-plane (capacitive strips) and may be symmetrical or

nonsymmetrical, as shown in Fig, 2.6.

Detailed results on the metallic strips shown in

Fig. 2.6 are available in literature (see, e.g., [9], [13]).

Several more involved variations like strip and diaphragm

combined, more than one strips combined, strip not extending

across the entire height of the waveguide, axial strip, etc,,

have also been analysed (see, e.g., [13], [99]-[lOl]).

2.3.1c Posts and mounts ;

A cylindrical rod (metallic, dielectric, or of any

other material) loading the guide in a plane transverse to

the direction of propagation is generally referred to as a

•post*. In principle, the cross-section of the post may be

circular or noncircular. In practice, however, the posts

having circular cross-section are the ones used almost

exclusively. The posts may be placed either in E-plane or

in H-plane, and may be symmetric or nonsymmetric.

Metallic posts ; Metallic posts with circular cross-section

are frequently encountered in rectangular waveguides. They



(c) Unsymmetricai inductive (d) Unsym metrical capacitive
strip strijS

Metallic strips in a rectangular waveguide
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are used mainly as reactance elements and for mounting

active devices across the guide. In the latter case, the

configurations involved are generally known as ’waveguide

mounts*

.

The metallic posts may be placed in E, H r or any

other plane. The E-plane (inductive) posts are illustrated,

alongwith the equivalent circuits, in Fig, 2,7, The post

vi?hich extends only partially along tho height of the wave-

guide has an L-C equivalent circuit and is thus termed a

’resonant* post. On the other hand, the post which spans

the full height of the v/aveguide has an L equivalent

circuit, and is called a ’nonresonant’ post.

The nonresonant inductive post, a general equivalent

circuit for which is shown in Fig, 2,8, is a commonly

employed configuration. Of the various results available

for this kind of configuration, those given by Marcuvitz

[ 5 ], Schwinger and Saxon [8] and Lewin [13] are the most

well-known ones. The results given by Lewin seem to be

more accurate, as Lewin has analysed the problem by taking

into account tho effects of the finite diameter of the post.

In other words, the fine variations of the incident field

across the guide in the vicinity of the post, and the

variations in the incident field in the direction of



(b) Resonant post

Fig. 2-7 Inductive metallic posts and their thin-
post equivalent circuits



jX jK

Fig. 2*8 Thick post equivalent circuit of a
nonresonant inductive post
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propagation across the post, have not been neglected by

Lewin as was done by other authors.

Detailed results on various other types of metallic

post configurations, e.g,, resonant inductive posts, capa~

citive posts, (see Fig, 2,9), tilted posts, posts loaded at

one or both ends, array of posts having one or more gaps,

noncircular posts, posts in a ridged waveguide, etc,, are

also available in literature (see, e.g., [3]-[l0], [l3],

[59], [1023-[123]>.

Nonmetallic posts : Nonmetallic posts include dielectric

posts, ferrite posts, posts with arbitrary complex permitti-

vity (such as plasma columns, semiconductor rods and biolo-

gical samples), etc. Detailed information on such posts in

a rectangular waveguide can be had from the literature (see,

e.g., [33-[8], [lo3-[l33, [l24]-[l30] )

.

2. 3, Id Steps and bifurcations ;

An abrupt change in one or both dimensions of the

cross-section of a rectangular waveguide is called a ’step*.

Besides, any abrupt changes in the medium filling the guide

can also be categorised as waveguide steps,

?i/hen a waveguide is divided into two guides by

means of a thin conducting sheet, the configuration involved

is known as a ’ bifurcation*

.
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Steps are frequently encountered in the design of

impedance-matching sections, filters, etc. Bifurcations are

encountered in components like power dividers and directional

couplers

,

Generally speaking, steps and bifurcations may be in

one or both planes of the cross-section, and may be located

symmetrically or asymmetrically,

A detailed discussion on waveguide steps and bifur-

cations will not be taken up here. The interested reader

is referred to the literature (see, e,g., [3]-[lO], [l2j-

[13], [59], [131]-[135]).

Detailed results on various other rectangular wave-

guide discontinuities such as periodically-loaded guides,

holes, slits and apertures in the guide, waveguide bends and

corners, conducting sphere in the guide, guide mounted

with planar circuit, etc, are available in literature (see,

e.g,, [l]-[l3], [59], [l36]-[l5l]). Various nonuniformities,

e,g, corrugated guides, axially-loaded guides, inhomogeneously-

filled guides, guides filled v;ith anisotropic medium,

curves, twists and tapers in the guide, guides with reactive

surface(s), etc, have also been considered (see, e.g,, [3]-

[7], [9]-[l0], [12]-[13], [59], [152]-[157]).

2.4 MIC LINES AND THEIR DISCONTINUITIES

In the earlier days, the microwave circuitry consisted
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essentially of coaxial lines and waveguides. The situation

is even now the same where high powers are involved. At the

low power end, the look of microwave systems is howevex

getting transformed v/ith the arrival of Microwave Integrated

Circuits (MIC’s), The advantages of MIC’ s over conventional

lines are mainly the reduction in volume and weight,

increased reliability, and low cost of production when

produced in large numbers.

As in the case of conventional IC’ s, the MIC’ s can

also be broadly divided into hybrid and monolithic circuits.

In monolithic technology, various active devices and their

interconnection patterns are formed simultaneously in single

crystal substrates. In hybrid technology, the active devices

are in the form of chips which are added externally.

The major thrust in the development of IvilC’ s so far

has been in hybrid technology for several reasons. One of

these reasons is that the microwave active devices are of

a large variety, such as transistors, mixer diodes, varac-

tors, PIN diodes, IMPATT diodes, TED’S, etc. To standardise

the process specifications so that these several kinds of

devices can be simultaneously produced in an optimum way

is .not easy. Further, in MIC’s the interconnections between

the active components have relatively large dimensions.
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especially where distributed elements are involved. This

necessitates large areas of substrates which in the case of

monolithic technology turn out to be quite expensive.

Hybrid technology itself can be divided into two

parts, namely th in-film and thick-film technologies. Thick

films are usually deposited as conductive, resistive, or

insulating layers, through a screen printing process. Thin

films are generally deposited in vacum by evaporation or

sputtering. The thickness can be further augmented by

electro-plating.

Monolithic IC’ s become more attractive in the

millimeter wave region, where dimensions and size of subst-

rate required become smaller. Two types of substrates are

normally used, namely silicon (Si) and gallium arsenide

(GaAs), The latter, although more expensive, has the

advantage that some of the newer active devices such as

TED* s can be grown right into the substrate.

For transmission lines to be used in MIC* s, it is

desirable that the characteristics of the line (impedance,

etc,) should depend on the dimensions in one plane only.

This facilitates their fabrication by photoetching of meta-

llised substrates, A few commonly known geometries that

meet this requirement are shovai in Fig, 2.10. These are the

stripline, the microstrip, the slot line, the coplanar



(c) Slot line (d) Coplanor waveguide

(e) Coplanar strips

. 2-10 Cross-sections of various planar
str uc tures
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waveguide, and the coplanax strips. The stripline supports

an exact-TEM mode. The microstrip, which is preferred over

the stripline for reasons like ease of mounting components,

facility for small on—the—spot adjustments, etc., supports

a quasi-TEM mode'^.

In the stripline, a thin conducting strip is sandwitched

between two dielectric laminates metallised on the outer sides

(see Fig. 2.10(a)). The mode of propagation is a TEM-mode

and the characteristic impedance is evaluated by finding the

electrostatic capacitance. The most widely used method of

calculation is a set of equations reported by Cohn [l58] in

1955, Detailed formulas for the characteristic impedance

and propagation constant of a stripline are available in

literature (see, e.g., [158]-[160])*

A micros trip line (see Fig. 2.i0(b)) consists of a

thin conducting strip on one side of a dielectric substrate.

The other side of the substrate is completely metallised so

as to serve as a ground plane. The microstrip structure may

be derived from the stripline configuration by removing the

^By quasi-TEM mode is meant the mode in which the axxal

components of E and H fields are quite small and can be

neglected as a first-order approximation. The error

introduced by the neglect of axial field-components becomes

more pronounced as the frequency is increased.
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top ground plane and the upper laminate. In the microstrip

line, the electromagnetic energy propagates both in the

dielectric substrate below the strip and in the air region

above. The fraction of power flowing outside the substrate

is a function of strip width and therefore the ’effective*

dielectric constant depends on the microstrip width. Thus

the guided wavelength becomes a function of the characteri-

stic impedance of the line. Also, the mixed dielectric

nature of the raicrostrip lino does not allow propagation of

a pure-TH^^ mode. Moreover, the open dielectric surface of

the substrate can support surface-wrave nKides which could

couple to the microstrip propagation unless substrate dimen-

sions are properly chosen so as to avoid this interaction.

An exact analysis of the microstrip line requires computer

based numerical methods. For most of the practical designs,

the propagation mode can, however, be taken as pure TEM

and Vi/heeler*s results based on electrostatic analysis

[l6l]-[l63] can be used.

The slotline (see Fig, 2.10(c)) consists of a slot

or gap in a conductive coating on a dielectric substrate,

the other side of the substrate being bare. This line was

first proposed by Cohn [164] in 1969. This lino differs

from tho other two lines described above mainly in that the

mode of propagation in this line is non-TEM, The main
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advantage of this line is that it can be accomodated in

microstrip circuits by effecting the desired etching in the

ground plane of the substrate. This type of hybrid const-

ruction allows a new kind of flexibility in the design,

saves the substrate area, and has led to some new types of

circuits, e,g, hybrid branch-line directional couplers. Also,

some of the circuit elements, which can not be easily

achieved in microstrip configuration, can be easily incor-

porated in the slotline part of the circuit. These, for

example, could be short-circuits, high impedance lines, etc.

For more information on slotline and associated

structures, the reader is referred to the literature (see,

e.g., [164]-Cl69]).

The coplanar waveguide (CPVJ) consists of a strip of

thin metallic film deposited on the surface of dielectric

slab with two ground planes running adjacent and parallel

to the strip on the same surface (see Fig. 2.10(d)). This

line was proposed by ItVen [170] in 1969, The mode of pro-

pagation along a CF1(V is essentially non-TEM. The electric

field between the central conducting strip and ground planes

is tangential to the air-dielectric boundary and produces a

discontinuity in displacement current density at the inter-

face, This field configuration gives rise to an axial as

well as transverse component of the magnetic field. These
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conponents provide the elliptical polarization needed for

nonreciprocal ferrite circuits. Also, discrete components

may be shunt mounted between the central strip and either

of the ground planes and drilling of holes ox slots through

the substrate is not needed. Thus, CPW* s exhibit the two

major advantages of the slotline, namely application to

ferrite circuits and shunt mounting of components.

The configuration of co planar strips (CPS) is comple-

mentary to that of CPViJ, It consists of two strips (generally

of equal widths) running parallel on the same surface of the

dielectric slab (see Fig, 2.10(e}), At lower microwave

frequencies, the CPS is useful for carrying signals for

high-speed computer circuits.

The CPW and CPS, taken together, are generally

termed the ' coplanar lines’. The reader interested in

obtaining more information on the coplanar lines is referred

to the literature (see, e.g., [l65]-[l66], [l70]-[l73] )

,

Of the various planar transmission structures discussed

above, microstrip line is the one which is most commonly used.

The main reason for this is the fact that the mode of propa-

gation on a microstrip is almost TEM, which permits an easy

approximate analysis and simple transitions to coaxial

circuits. Also, as mentioned earlier, the microstrip line
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is superior to the stripline (which is the only other

planar structure which supports a TEM mode) in respects

like ease of mounting components, facility for minor

on-the-spot adjustments, etc.

The following subsections briefly survey the various

aspects of microstrip transmission line and its disconti-

nuities,

2.4.1 Methods of Analysing a Microstrip Line;

The various methods available for analysing a micro-

strip line fall in the following main categories,

i) Quasi-static methods

ii) Dispersion models

iii) Full-wave analyses

2.4,1a Quasi-static methods ;

In these methods, the nature of mode is considered

to bo pure TEM and the properties of the line are calculated

from its electrostatic capacitance. Two types of capa-

citances are defined, one (C^) for a unit length of microstrip

configuration with the dielectric substrate replaced by air,

and the other (C) for a unit length of microstrip with the

dielectric substrate present. The values of the characteri-

stics inpedance and phase constant (p) can be calculated

from C and by means of well-known expressions (see, e.g,
,

[165]-[166])

.
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The various approaches available for calculating C

and C are the conformal transformation techniques [l6l]-
3

[l63], [174], the finite-difference method [l75], the

integral equation approach [l76]-[l79], and the variational

method in FTD [180]-[183]. Detailed discussions on these

aoproaches are available in reviews by Mittra and Itoh [l84],
}

/

&6pta, Garg and Bahl [l66], etc.

Of the various quasi-static analyses, the method of

modified conformal transformation used by Wheeler [l6l]-[l63]

seems io be the only one which gives easy-to-use accurate

closed-form solutions. The latest results given by Wheeler

are those published in 1977 [163], The main advantage of

these results over those reported earlier [l6l]-[l62] is

that only one set of formulas is required for all values of

the aspect ratio. This is in contrast with the different

sets of formulas given earlier for aspect ratio less than

and greater than two. Also, in these new formulas, the

effects of finite strip thickness have been incorporated

more accurately,

2.4,1b Dispersion models s

The quasi-static methods of micro strip analysis

mentioned above do not take into account the non-TEM nature

of the microstrip mode. The non-TEM behavior causes the
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The various approaches available for calculating C

and C are the conformal transformation techniques [l6l]~

[l63], [174], the finite-difference method [175], the

integral equation approach [176]-[179], and the variational

method in FTD [180]-[183]. Detailed discussions on these

aop'roaches are available in reviews by Mittra and Itoh [l84],
/

/

Gdpta, Garg and Bahl [166], etc.

Of the various quasi—static analyses, the method of

modified conformal transformation used by Wheeler [l6l]-[l63]

seems io be the only one which gives easy-to-use accurate

closed-form solutions. The latest results given by Wheeler

are those published in 1977 [163], The main advantage of

these results over those reported earlier [l6l]-[l62] is

that only one set of formulas is required for all values of

the aspect ratio. This is in contrast with the different

sets of formulas given earlier for aspect ratio less than

and greater than ttvo. Also, in these new formulas, the

effects of finite strip thickness have been incorporated

more accurately,

2.4.1b Dispersion models ^

The quasi-static methods of micro strip analysis

mentioned above do not take into account the non-TM nature

of the microstrip mode. The non-TEM behavior causes the
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effective dielectric constant (e 2«e)
characteristic

impedance of the microstrip to be functions of

frequency. Variations in e are more significant than
X^

those in Z
om

There are several s emiempirical techniques through

which the variations of and with frequency (or, as

they are popularly known, the dispersion effects) can be

modelled. These techniques have been categorised as * disper-

sion inodels’. The various dispersion models such as coupled

TEM and TM modes model [185], empirical relation for

frequency-dependent phase velocity [l86], ridged-waveguide

model [l87], coupled THA and TE modes model [l88], planar

waveguide model [l89] and modification of Getsinger’s formula

[190] have been discussed by Gupta, Garg and Bahl in their

book [166], The central theme in all these models is that

the deviation from TBA nature is accounted for quasi-ompiri-

cally, i,c,, some parameters of the model are determined

such that the final expression agrees with the known experi-

mental (or exact theoretical) dispersion behavior of the

microstrip.

Of the various dispersion rrodels mentioned above, the

planar v^/aveguide model [l89] is a very powerful too], because

this model has some unique features like i) its ability to

easily predict the higher-order microstrip modes and ii) the
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ease with which many microstxip discontinuity problems can

be solved by an application of principles similar to those

used for analysing waveguide discontinuities. In this

model, the microstrip is approximated by a parallel-plate

waveguide of frequency-dependent v;idth and constant height

as shown in Fig. 2,11. The top and bottom plates are

assumed to be of an infinite electrical conductivity and

the side-walls are assumed to be magnetically perfect. The

guide is assumed to be filled with a dielectric medium having

frequency-dependent permittivity. The expressions for

frequency-dependent parameters of the planar waveguide will

be presented in Chapter 5, where this model v/ill be applied

to analyse a coaxial-micro strip junction problem. The reader

is also referred to Appendix I whore the field expressions

for TH'.i, TE and TM modes in a planar waveguide are derived.

Recently, one more empirical formula to account for

the dispersion effects in a microstrip line has been

reported [l9l]-[l92].

2,4,1c Fullwave analyses :

Strictly speaking, a micro strip line can not support

a TEA mode. In fact, one can easily show that not even pure

TE or TfA modes can exist on this line, and that it can support

only a hybrid mode (i.e., one in which the longitudinal

components of both the electric and magnetic fields are
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nonzero). The methods that opt for an hybrid-mode analysis

of the microstrip line are termed ’ fullwave analyses’. These

methods may be divided into two groups. In one group, the

microstrip is analysed alongwith a rectangular enclosure'*' and

the other group deals with the open micro strip. Such a

grouping is convenient because different types of mathematical

tools are needed for handling closed and open geometries.

For instance, a Fourier series representation can be used

to express the fields in a closed rectangular structure

whereas a Fourier integral representation is suitable for

an open structure,

Tvjo orthogonal sets of hybrid modes can be shown to

exist on an open/enclosed microstrip line. One of these

modes has a symmetric E^- and antisynsnetric (£2 sven -

odd) whereas the other mode is characterized by antisymmetric

E2 and symmetric H2 (£2 odd - H2 even). The dominant mode

is the lowest-order even - H2 odd mode w'hich, at low

frequencies, approaches the quasi-THvl solution,

A number o‘f methods for fullwave analysis of the

micro strip line have been suggested. The most commonly

known ones are the integral equation method [193]-[194],

"^The metallic rectangular enclosure is generally used with
a microstrip for hermetic sealing, mechanical strength,
electromagnetic shielding, mounting the connectors and ease
of handling.
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in FTD [l96]-[l97]. Detailed discussions on fullwave

analyses of the raicrostrip line are also available in

contributions by Mittra and Itoh [l84], Gupta and Singh

[165], Gupta, Garg and Bahl [166], Kuester and Chang [l98],

etc*

2.4,2 Microstrip Discontinuities;

Microstrip circuits are invariably accompanied by

discontinuities of one type or arKtther. Some of the roost

common forms of microstrip discontinuities are open ends,

gaps, steps in width, bends, etc. Since the dimensions of

the discontinuities are generally much smaller than the

wavelength in micro strip, lumped-circuit equivalents can be

used to approximate the effects of discontinuities. A more

complete characterization, however, requires determination

of frequency-dependent scattering-matrix coefficients

associated with the discontinuity.

The analysis of a microstrip discontinuity can be

based on any of the previously mentioned methods of micro-

strip analysis. In other words, a given microstrip discon-

tinuity problem can be handled either through quasi-static

analyses, or through dispersion models, or through fullwave

analyses. In the subsections to follow, a brief survey of the

various commonly used microstrip discontinuities and their

analyses is presented.
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2.4,2a Open-ends ;

An abruptly ended microstrip constitutes an open-end

in the raicrostrip, as shown in Fig, 2.12(a), The open-end

discontinuity occurs in components like resonators, matching

stubs, parallel-coupled filters, etc. The effects of an

open-end are represented by means of an excess capacitance

in parallel with the line, as shown in Fig, 2.12(b),

Alternatively, the open-end can be represented by adding an

extra length line, as shown in Fig. 2, 12(c),

The various quasi-static methods that have been applied

for analysing an open-ended microstrip line are the matrix

inversion method [l78], [l99], tho variational method [200],

Galerkin' s method in FTD [201], and the use of line sources

with charge reversal [202], Of these, the results reported

by Silvester and Benedek [202] are more accurate, as their

computations do not involve subtraction of two almost equal

large numbers, an ailment from which all other quasi-static

methods of analysing an open-ended microstrip suffer.

The quasi-static analyses mentioned above have also

been discussed in detail by Gupta, Garg and Bahl [166], These

analyses do not account for dispersion effects, ftocently,

Bedair and Sobhy [Xi3]-[204] have given frequency-dependent

closed-form expressions for the open-end discontinuity

in a shielded microstrip lino.
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Detailed easy-to-use formulas for the open-ended

microstrip are given in Appendix II.

2.4,2b. Gaps :

The gap in microstrip, shov/n in Fig. 2.13(a), is

encountered in components like d.c, blocks, end-coupled

filters, coupling elements to resonators, etc.

Two types of equivalent circuits of a microstrip

gap are used. One of them, as shown in Fig, 2.13b, is

a It—network consisting of a series capacitance C and two

parallel capacitances C^, The series capacitance arises

from the coupling between the strip conductors constituting

the gap. The shunt capacitance is the result of the

disorder in electric-field distribution at the edge of the

strip. The capacitance C decreases with increase in gap

spacing s. For infinite spacing, should approach zero

and Cp should equal the capacitance of an open-ended

strip.

Another equivalence which can be used to represent

a microstrip gap is by using an extra line length

as shown in Fig. 2,13c,

Of the four sets of quasi-static results reported

for a microstrip gap configuration [l99]-[200], [2D5]-[2D6],

the results given by Benedek and Silvester [205] are the
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most accurate ones as the other three results involve

subtraction of two almost equal large numbers.

By curve-fitting the available numerical results

[205], Garg and Bahl [207] have derived reasonably accurate

easy-to-use empirical expressions for Cp and C^, These

results are reproduced in Appendix II,

2.4,2c Steps in width :

This type of discontinuity is formed by the junction

of two lines of different widths, as shown in Fig. 2,14a,

The discontinuity is said to be symmetrical if the axes of

the lines are coincident and asymmetric otherwise.

The step discontinuity is often encountered when

designing matching transformers, couplers, filters and

transitions. The equivalent circuit of a step discontinuity

comprises two series inductances and a shunt capacitance,

as shown in Fig, 2.14b. Detailed results on steps in

microstrip are available in literature (see, e,g., [l66],

[199], [2D5], [207], [208]-[2l2] )

.

2. 4. 2d Bends ;

A microstrip bend may be formed by two lines of

equal or unequal impedances. The bend is normally used

for introducing flexibility in the layout of the circuit

design.
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A microstrip bend with lines of equal impedances

is shown, alongwith the equivalent circuit, in Fig, 2.15,

For detailed results on various types of bends, the reader

is referred to the literature (see, e.g,, [l66] , [207],

[212]-[216], [219]),

2.5 JUNCTIONS OF SIMILAR LINES

The junctions of two similar lines constitute 'steps'*

and 'bends’ in the line and have been adequately discussed

in the previous sections. The junctions of more than two

similar lines are used to produce non-reciprocal conponents

like Tees, Directional Couplers, Circulators, power dividers,

etc, A detailed discussion on these configurations is

beyond the scope of the present study. The interested

reader is, however, referred to the literature (see, e.g,,

[l]-[7], [59], [69], [160], [166], [210], [214]-[2243 )

.

2.6 JUNCTIONS OF DISSIMILAR LINES

The junctions of dissimilar lines are used mainly

to serve as a means of launching the electromagnetic energy

from one line into the other. Many times, one line, in

the form of a stub, may also be employed as reactance

element in the other line.

The junctions of dissimilar lines can be categorised,

on the basis of the types of lines involved, into coaxial —
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Waveguide junctions, co a xial-s tripline junctions, coaxial-

microstrip junctions, coaxial-slotline junctions, waveguide-

microstrip junctions, slotline-microstrip junctions, etc.

In the subsections to follow, a brief discussion on various

commonly known junctions of dissimilar lines is presented,

2.6,1 Coaxial-Waveguide Junctions;

As coaxial lines and waveguides have been in use

since long, the junctions involving them have also been a

constant subject of study. These junctions can be subdivided

into two main categories; coaxial line - rectangular waveguide

junctions and coaxial line - circular waveguide junctions.

Although some analyses of the junctions belonging to the

latter category have been reported [5], [2253-[227], the

junctions in the former category have clearly received a

much wider attention. The reason behind this trend is

presumably the fact that, in actual practice, the rectan-

gular waveguide is used more often than its circular

counterpart.

Coming to the coaxial line-rectangular waveguide

junctions, one again notices a clearcut emphasis on the

braodwall configuration (shown in Fig. 2.16) although,

admittedly, many other configurations like the coaxially -

driven loop (see, e.g., pp. 271-285 of [9]), the coaxially -

driven capacitive posts (see, e.g,, p. 195 of [lO]) and
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the end-launcher [228] have also been suggested and analysed.

The broadwall configuration and its variations will be

discussed in the follov;ing subsections.

2.6.1a Broadwall coaxial-waveguide .junction :

The junction formed by a coaxial line entering the

broadwall of a rectangular waveguide and driving a E-plane

probe therein (Fig, 2.16) is a frequently encountered

component in microwave circuitry. Over other coaxial line -

rectangular waveguide junctions, this junction enjoys

unique advantages like large bandwidth, low VSWE» maximijm

power transfer, etc. Moreover, in many cases, this junction

provides the only solution to a designer's coupling or

mounting problem.

A concise account of literature on the broadwall

junction till 1968 was given by Braly [229] in 1969. In

1978, Eisenhart et.al. [230] established, through extensive

experimentation, a very useful equivalence between the

properties of this junction and those of another well-known

configuration (namely, a gap-loaded E-plane waveguide post).

Besides these authors, several other authors like Collin

(ppv 256-271 of [9] and pp, 183-187 of [59]), Harrington

i:pp. 178-179, pp. 425-428 and p. 444 of [lO]) and Lewin

(p, 158-163 of [l3]) have also analysed this and similar
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problems. The case considered by Collin, which is a very

commonly known method of ensuring broad-band coupling

between coaxial line and waveguide, is shown in Fig. 2.17.

In this configuration, the coaxial line drives a resonant

E-plane waveguide post and one end of the waveguide is

terminated in a short-circuit. The values of 1 and 1^ to

ensure full coupling may be found graphically, as suggested

by Collin.

The case considered by Harrington, alongwith the

equivalent circuit as derived by him, is shown in Fig, 2.18.

In this case, the waveguide is assumed to be matched at

both ends. The infinite series involved in the expression

for X diverges because of the assumption taken by Harrington

that the probe is infinitesimally thin. As a result, no mean-

ingful results can be obtained for X by using Harrington’s

formulation.

The case considered by Lewin is shown, alongwith the

equivalent circuit as proposed by him, in Fig, 2.19.

This case is identical to the one considered by Harrington,

with the only exception* that the waveguide ports have been

assumed to be terminated arbitrarily. The formulation

given by Lewin v^ill be discussed in detail in Chapter 4,

where this formulation will be applied for analysing a

coaxial-waveguide junction problem.

'll
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Recently, V/illiamson [231] has reviewed the latest

status of the broadwall coaxial-waveguide junction especially

as regards its analysis. He has also refined the equivalent-

circuit of the junction by incorporating effects of dimensions

of the coaxial aperture in the analysis. The case considered

by him is shown, alongwith the equivalent-circuit proposed

him, in Fig. 2.;^. The formulation given by Williamson will

also be 'Considered in Chapter 4,

2.6.2 Coaxial-Stripline Junction:

Coaxial-to-stripline junctions constitute the

largest variety of stripline feeds. One of the main reasons

for this is the fact that striplines are mcstly used for

broadband systems where the bandwidth of the conventional

waveguides is not adequate.

The most commonly employed coaxia

I

tstripline junction

is the end-fed launcher shown in Fig, 2.21. In this method,

the contact between two lines is effected by a tab extending

from the inner conductor of the coaxial line. The tab

is held in contact with the strip by the pressure between

the two pieces of the triplate construction. The best

results are obtained (VSWR < l.l) when the chosen ground-plane

spacing is close to the outside dimensions of the coaxial

line, A broad-band model for a typical junction of this
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type has recently been proposed by Chapman and Aitchison

[232]. Several other variations of this junction, e,g,

use of an interface (or of several transitions) in case

of narrow ground-plane spacings, have been discussed by

Howe [l60]» Howe has also recommended the use of broadvtfall

launching (Fig. 2.22) for cases in which i) ground-plane

spacings are small and ii) frequencies involved are not

above S-band, In the broadwall launching, the coaxial

line is mounted on one of the ground planes and the central

conductor of the coaxial line penetrates the substrate

through a cylindrical hole to feed the strip.

2.6.3 Co axial-Wicro strip Junction:

Co axial-to-micros trip junctions are very much

similar to the corresponding stripline versions. Some-

times, an intermediate section of stripline is used between

the coaxial line and the microsttip.

The end-fed coaxial-micros trip launcher has been

studied thoroughly (see, e.g,, [233]-[236] ) . The broadwall

launcher seems, however, not to have received much attention.

In Chapter 5 of this thesis, a model for the input reactance

seen by the coaxial line in such a launcher will be

developed.
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2*6.4 Waveguide-Micro strip Junctions:

A very conmon method of realising waveguide—to—

microstrip junctions is to combine waveguide-coaxial and

coaxial-micro strip transitions in a single unit. Similar

technique can be used for realising waveguide-stripline

junctions also. Details on various junctions using this

principle can be found in literature [160].

A waveguide-microstrip transition for operation near

30 <Mz was described by Schneider [237] in 1969. This

transition involves transformation from a rectangular wave-

guide using a four-stepped ridge, A tab connected to the

top of the last step of the ridge is pressed against the

microstrip using an insulated screw. The microstrip ground-

plane is in continuation with the other broadwall of the

Waveguide, This transition was reported to have a return

loss of more than 30 dS, an insertion loss of less than

0.1 dB, and a bandwidth of 17 percent.

A simpler v;aveguide-to-microstrip transition was

suggested by Knerr [238] in 1968, In his version, waveguide

and microstrip are perpendicular to each other and the

substrate is perpendicular to the axis of the waveguide.

In other words, the transition suggested by KneVr is very

much similar to the broadwall coaxial-waveguide junction

discussed earlier.
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Further details on the above mentioned waveguide-

microstrip junctions can be found in literature (see, e,g.,

[160], [237]-[238]).

2.6,5 Micros trip-Slotline Junctions:

Some commonly known microstrip-slotline transitions

are shown in Fig, 2,23, Of particular relevance to this

thesis are the configurations shown in Fig. 2.23c, 2.23d and

2.23e where thin transversely placed metallic wires short-

circuit the microstrip with the ground plane. The chara-

cterization of Such a wire in microstrip line will be the

subject of study in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

Details on various microstrip-slotline junctions,

including those shown in Fig, 2,23, can be found in literature

(see, e.g., [l66]).

Details on various other types of junctions of

dissimilar lines, e.g., coaxial-slotline junctions, coaxial-

coplanar line junctions, etc,, can also be found in literature

(see, e.g,, [166]),

2.7 EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF DISCONTINUITIES IN

MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION LINES

The experimental characterization of microwave

transmission line discontinuities has been, and continues

to be, a very important aspect of microwave engineering.
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It helps in checking the theoretical models developed for

various discontinuities. Sometimes, an extensive amount of

experimentation is also taken up so as to empirically

determine one or more of the parameters involved in the

theoretical formulation.

The refinement of the well-established techniques

of experimental evaluation of discontinuities is a constant

subject of research. The refinements are generally nece-

ssitated by new demands on accuracy, ease of implementation

and reliability, advent of new technology, etc. Moreover,

the emergence of a new type of guiding structure and

associated discontinuities may also require new methods of

experimental characterization.

The most commonly used approach for experimental

evaluation of discontinuities in microwave transmission

lines (especially in coaxial lines and waveguides) is to

treat the unknown discontinuity as a network having two

(or more, if necessary) ports. The characterization can then

be done by measuring either the impedance/admittance matrix

or the scattering matrix which describe the inter-relationship

between the ports. The measurement of the scattering matrix

is more accurate and easy to implement, and is thus

preferred.
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The following subsections briefly discuss the

experimental evaluation of various microwave transmission

line discontinuities,

2.7,1 Evaluation of Coaxial/Waveguide Discontinuities;

The classically available methods of experimental

characterization of two-port coaxial (or waveguide) dis-

continuities are the slotted-line techniques, the nodal-

shift techniques, the sliding-termination techniques, the

resonance curve techniques, the bridge techniques, etc.

These methods measure the impedance of the unknown disconti-

nuity through graphical/semigraphical interpretation of the

measured data. The measured data may be electrical and/or

mechanical. The electrical measurements include measurements

of quantities like the voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR),

the complex reflection coefficient, the phase angle, etc.

The mechanical quantities to be measured are generally

the lengths.

A well-known classical method for the measurement of

scattering matrix of a given two-port coaxial (or waveguide)

discontinuity is the three-point method. In this method,

one of the ports is terminated into a movable short-circuit.

The complex reflection coefficient at the other port is

measured for three different positions of the movable
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short. The values of the reflection coefficient thus

measured are interpreted graphically so as to yield the

information of interest. One particular advantage of this

method is that its accuracy can be increased by merely

taking more laboratory data, i.e, by using smaller intervals

between consecutive positions of the movable short. The

graphical procedure employed to interpret the data indicates

the presence of systematic or random errors and averages

the accumulated information directly.

Details on the various above mentioned techniques can

be found in literature (see, e.g,, [239]-[24l3 )

.

Generally speaking, the scattering matrix characteri-

zation of a two-port discontinuity requires the measurement

of four scattering parameters, namely the two reflection

coefficients and 8
^2 ^ and the two transmission coeffi-

cients ^21^* However, for a symmetrical discon-

tinuity, =x (say) and =
^21

(say). Thus

the characterization of a symmetrical discontinuity requires

measurement of only one reflection coefficient (r ) and only

one transmission coefficient (T).

Nowadays, the most widely used method of measuring

the transmission and reflection coefficients is the sweep

gen erator—network analyzer combination developed by the
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Hewlett-Packard [240]-[24l], In this system, the trans-

mission coefficients are measured by using a ’transmission

test’, the basic diagram of which is shown in Fig. 2.24(a).

In this arrangement, the sweep generator drives a unit

called the ’transmission test unit’ which divides the

incoming power equally between a ‘test channel’ and a

’reference channel*. These ’channels’ then feed a ’harmonic

converter’ which converts the signal to a lower frequency

called the intermediate frequency (i.f,), alongwith

preserving the original information of interest contained

in the signal. The i.f. is then fed to the network analyzer

which displays the information in a form suitable for

taking measurements. The difference in magnitude and phase

readings on the network analyzer before and after the

unknown component is placed in the test channel gives the

magnitude and phase of the transmission coefficient of the

component.

The basic diagram of the setup used to measure the

reflection coefficients is shown in Fig. 2.24b. In this

arrangement, the sweep generator drives a ’reflection test

unit’ which, in turn, drives the network analyzer through

a harmonic converter. The component whose reflection

coefficient is to be measured can be connected to a third

port (generally labeled ’unknown*) in the reflection test
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unit. Initially the network analyzer is calibrated against

a short-circuit load as the reflection coefficient of this

load is known. The reflection coefficient of the unknown

component can then be directly read after replacing the

short-circuit by the component.

The various methods outlined above are difficult to

apply when one deals with situations in which the reflection

is composed of many discontinuities at different distances

in the line. In such situations, the principle of time-

domain reflectometry (TDR) proves to be very useful. The

TDR employs a step generator and an oscilloscope in a

system that is best described as a closed-loop radar [240]*

A voltage step is propagated down the transmission line

under investigation, and the incident and reflected voltage

waves are monitored by an oscilloscope at a particular

point on the line. Discontinuities separated by more than

a minimum prescribed distance v,/ill produce distinctly

separated echoes that write their own response on the

oscilloscope face. Thus the discontinuities can be located

accurately and one can also have a sound (qualitative) idea

of the equivalent circuits of various discontinuities.

Another feature of the TDR is that small reflections can

be easily analysed in the presence of large reflections

at another plane on the line, since these reflections are
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separated from each other on the display. This allows one

to clean up the design of a component by eljjninating these

different discontinuities one at a time.

Of late, many new developments, both in theory and

technology, as regards the experimental evaluation of

coaxial (or waveguide) components have been taking place.

Numerous methods have come up, some based on new theoretical

ideas, some based on the latest available technology, and

some based on both. For instance, one can refer to methods

like the automatic network analyzer (see, e.g,, [240]-[250])

the combination of automatic network analyzer and TDR

principle (see, e.g., [25l]-[252] ) , the six-port reflecto-

meter (see, e.g,, [253-[258]), the homodyne detection system

[259]

, the numerical processing of a large measured data

[260]

, the use of voltage-wave scattering parameters [26I]-

[263], the eigen-value approach [264], the delay-line based

techniques [265], etc,

2,7,2 Evaluation of Llicrostrip Discontinuities:

The mode of propagation in a microstrip line is an

almost-TBA mode. Consequently, it is natural to expect that

the various methods of experimental evaluation of coaxial

discontinuities may be extended to the microstrip disconti-

nuities, In other words, a microstrip discontinuity can also

be regarded as a two-port network and the characterization
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can be done by measuring the scattering matrix. In actual

practice, however, the uncertainty in the behavior of the

coaxial-microstrip transitions that are inevitably present

seriously affects the accuracy of any such measurements.

As a result, the most commonly employed methods of experi-

mental characterization of microstrip discontinuities are

generally based on incorporating the unknown discontinuity

in a resonating structure and measuring the change in

resonance frequency. The resonators are kept loosely

coupled to the test equipment so that the measurement is not

affected by the uncertain characteristics of the coaxial -

microstrip transitions. Both the linear and ring resonators

have been used, each having its own distinct advantages

and range of applicability.

Further details on the resonance methods of experi-

mental evaluation of two-port microstrip discontinuities can

be found in literature (see, e.g,, [l66), [266]), The

characterization of multiport circuits has also been

discussed [267],

2.7,3 Evaluation of Junctions of Similar Lines;

The most obvious way of characterizing a junction

of more than two similar lines would be to carry out a

separate 2-port transmission/reflection measurement for each
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different pair of ports. Such a method has two main

disadvantages:

i) The number of measurements is large, thereby making

the method a little cumbersome,

ii) The finite reflections from the (generally) imper-

fect auxiliary loads terminating the unused ports

affect the accuracy of the method seriously.

To overcome the first disadvantage. Specials [268]

has suggested a new technique of determining the complex

scattering matrix of a multiport component through a single

measurement. The shortcoming of Specials* s method is,

however, that it requires use of a special type of multiport

network analyzer.

Recently, Tippet and Speciale [269] have exploited

Woods* voltage-wave scattering matrix formulation [261] -

[263], [270] for measuring the scattering matrix of multiport

components with only a 2-port network analyzer. They have

shown that a complete elimination of the errors induced

due to imperfect auxiliary loads can be achieved if Woods*

formulation is used.

Further details on the above mentioned methods of

experimental characterization of junctions of similar

lines can be found in literature [268]-[269],
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2*7.4 Evaluation of Junctions of Dissimilar Lines:

The impedance seen by the main line in a junction of

two dissimilar lines is a parameter which is of great

practical interest. The knowledge of this impedance helps

in accurate analysis/syn thesis of such junctions, A direct

measurement of this impedance is made difficult by the

fact that the exact plane of transition is generally

inaccessible.

In the case of coaxial-waveguide junctions, the input

impedance seen by the coaxial line is generally measured

by using subminiature coaxial cables and connectors which

can isolate the terminals of interest electrically without

affecting the surrounding field conditions. Authors like

Eisenhart et.al. [230] and Shetty and Rao [271] have reported

results obtained by using this method. An alternative and

simpler method of measuring the impedance seen by the

coaxial line in a broad-wall coaxial-waveguide junction will

be suggested in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

The experimental characterization of coaxial-micro strip

junctions also requires special techniques like those

suggested by Bianco et.al, [272], Majewski et.al# [235],

Souza and Talboys [236], etc. These techniques are generally

aimed at characterizing an end-fed coaxial-micro strip
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launcher and no results on the broad-wall version seem

to have been reported so far. A model for the input

reactance seen by the coaxial line in a broad-wall coaxial-

microstrip launcher will be formulated in Chapter 5 of

this thesis,

2.8 COMCLUSIONS

A brief uptodate survey of various microwave

transmission lines and their discontinuities is presented.

The junctions of similar/dissimilar lines are discussed.

The various methods of experimental evaluation of microwave

transmission-line discontinuities are

put in perspective.

reviewed and



CHAPTER 3

JUNCTION OF RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE AND TUNABLE COAXIAL LINE

- APPLICATION TO MICROWAVE FILTERING

The junction formed by a coaxial line entering the

broadr'Wall of a rectangular waveguide and driving a E~plane

probe therein (Fig, 3*1) has been, and continues to be, a

very important subject of study (see,e*g*, C93y[l03» [133,

[S9], [2293-[231]), This junction is a component which is

often taken for granted* But the hard fact, as remarked by

Eisenhart et*al* [230] in 1978, is that most of the success-

ful applications of this junction depend upon empirically

determined knowledge rather than on theoretical analysis. The

most recent remarks on the status of research on this junction

have been made by Vtfilliamson [23l3 v\^o, in 1982, wrote the

following

Coaxial-line/rectangular waveguide junctions have

application in a wide variety of microwave devices, including'

transitions from coaxial line to rectangular waveguide, power

combiners, microwave electronics, etc. Despite their appli-

cations, however, relatively little research has been devoted

to their analysis and modelling, and most designs have been

based on empirical knowledge.
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A useful modification of the junction shovm in Fig.

3.1 results if we let the far end of the coaxial line be

terminated into a movable short-circuit, i.e. if we let the

coaxial line be tunable. The junction of a tunable coaxial

line and a rectangular waveguide has some well-known uses,

e.g, for matching the coaxial line to the waveguide and

thereby maximising the power coupled [4], as a pow'er combining

element [273], etc. The utility of this junction was

significantly enhanced when it was successfully used by Das

Gupta for experimental evaluation of complex permittivity of

dielectric samples [274],

The objective of this chapter is to analyse the

rectangular waveguide-tunable coaxial line junction from the

viewpoint of its applicability in microwave filtering* Two

different versions of the junction will be considered. The

first, named as the short-circuited case, is the case when the

tip of the probe is allowed to touch the bottom inner face

of the waveguide. The second, named as the air-gap case,\

is the case when an air-gap is allowed to exist between the

tip of the probe and the waveguide wall.

As we shall see, both the short-circuited and air-gap

cases exihibit a sharp minimum in the transmission coeffi-

cient between the waveguide ports. The frequency at which

the minimum transmission takes place can be varied ail over
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the operating band of the waveguide by varying the position

of the movable short. Consequently, these structures will

find application as new types of prototypes for developing

waveguide notch filters with large continuous mechanical

tunability.

The following subsection presents the analysis of the

short-circuited version*

3.1 ANALYSIS OF THE SHORT-CIRCUITED CASE:

The configuration of the short-circuited version is

shown in Fig, 3,2, Various dimensions and the coordinate

axes are chosen as shown* The analysis of this configuration

will be carried out under some suitable simplifying assump-

tions which help in arriving at a reasonably accurate closed-

form solution for the transmission coefficient between the

waveguide ports. The simplifying assumptions to be made

follow

i) The probe radius i“p << ^ f being the free-space

wavelength involved, so that the probe can be

simulated by a y-directed filamental current

I(y) 6(x-a/2) 6(z) situated at x = a/2, z=0.

ii) Because the probe is thin, the scalar potential

and current at any point y along the length of the

probe can be represented by means of transmission- ..

line equations*
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This assumption follows from Das Gupta's work [274]

wherein the validity of this assumption was demonstrated in

the case of a closely similar configuration*

iii) The system losses (including that due to the

contact between the tip of the probe and the wave-

guide wall) can be described in terms of an

effective loss resistance R_ assumed to be lumped

at the tip of the probe, i*e, at y=0.

iv) The higher—order coaxial-line modes excited at the

junction plane yi=b are negliggible*

v) Higher-order waveguide modes excited around the

E—plane probe have a negliggible contribution to

the resultant electric field along the length of

the probe,

vi) The frequencies involved are such that the TE^^

mode is the only propagating waveguide mode.

Assuming a unity amplitude incident electric field,

the general E-field expressions in regions 1 and 2 can be

constructed as

Jk Z CO oo
^

E
l
= sin e ^ + S I b

®

mp=l n=o

incident field reflected field

(3.1,1a)
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V " ,i,
^

^m.n ^ cos m
nt=l n=so 9 b

transmitted field

(3.1.1b)

where is the y-component of the total electric field in
the region 1 and E^ is that in region 2. R-s are the
various reflection coefficients, and T-s the various trans-
mission coefficients. The propagation constant in the
z-direction is given by

= V[k^ - (mit/a)^ - (nii/b)^) ] (3.1.2)

= 2itA
(3.1.3)

The x-components of the total magnetic field
given as

«xi=3^

,
jk_ z

- i T]- nx ^ ^1-0 ” “

^ r" ® * - 2 Z k R® ^*0 m=l n=:o 2m,n

sin ^ cos SgX e ^
j

(3.1.4a)
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and

dE
=

x2 jwu
V2

00 00

1 S k
mrcy nitry

T Sin cos e

itt=l n=o ^m,n ® ^
m.n

(3,1,4b)

Since the probe is simulated by a filamental current

at x=a/2, z=Q, the fields in eq. (3.1.1) must satisfy

Ey^(z=0'^) = Ey
2

(z=0-)

and

0 ^ X < a

0 < y < b

(3,1.5)

which yields

^ ^1,0 “ ^1»0 for m = 1 j n=0

and R „ = T „m,n m,n for m > 1, n>0 (3.1.6)

The boundary condition that the fields in eq. (3,1,4)

must satisfy is

Hj^l(2=0‘^) - 6(x~a/2) 6(z) (3.1.7)

which can easily be shown to yield [13]

R,m,n

^ sin(m7c/2) ^— (k
CO e^abk, ' o

o z,

„2 2
) / I(y*)cos nity*

b
dy

m.n

(3.1.8)
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where,

= 1 for n = 0

= 2 for n > 0 (3,1.9)

Picking m=l, n=0 term in eq« (3.1,8) and using the

notation r for R, _ , we write
i,u

i:=-^ / I(y')dy’ (3.1.10)
O O

where the normalising factor is

= - iSi V (3.1.11)

Eg. (3.1.10) reflects the relationship between the fundamental

mode reflection coefficient x and the probe current I(y)*

Now, in order to calculate the probe current, we

assume that the scalar potential V(y) and current I(y) at any

point y along the length of the probe can be represented by

means of the transmission-line equations:

(3.1,12a)

dy^

and

^ = - l-j (3.1,12b)

dy2

where,

p = 27c/ X (3.1.13)
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and the probe characteristic impedance is given by

^op
" ^ + Ci^b) ] (3.1.14a) -

where y = 0.5772... is the Euler’s constant and Ci is the

well-known integral defined by

Ci(x) = - / du (3.1.15)

For all practical purposes, one can use

ZqP = ^ [ln( x/2icrp) + 0.116] (3.1.14b)

instead of eg. (3.1,14a) without introducing too much error.

In eq, (3.1.12b), is the resultant excitation

along the probe length.

At this juncture, it is to be noted that the above

formulation of probe is equivalent to representing the probe

by a thin-wire excited antenna situated in an homogeneous

unbounded medium. The latter is the case for which Schelkunof

and Friis [275] have given a complete formulation. The eqs,

(3.1,12) - (3.1.14) follow from that formulation.

The total excitation along the length of the probe can

be written in regions 1 and 2 as

R1 n^O n=1 2 °
(3.1.16a)
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^Ro = T T Sin ^ cos ^ (3.1.16b)Hz m=2 n=l m,n 2 b.

where the notation T has been employed for the fundamental —

mode transmission coefficient

Eqs, (3,1,16) and (3,1,6), taken together,

establish that

ErI = (say ) (3.1.17)

Now, in view of the simplifying assumption v), we, > can

write

Ej^ = 1 + T (3,1,18)

The validity of neglecting the higher-order terms

while writing eq, (3.1,18) will be discussed later while

comparing the theoretical and experimental results,

Eq, (3,1,12) leads to the following solution:

V(y) = Z (I'^ - l“ e^^^ ) (3.1,19a)

and -P

I(y) = 1+ e-jPy + I- ejPy -^ {3.1.19b)
P op

where and 1“ are the two arbitrary constants involved.

To determine I**" and l”, we use the following boundary

conditions:

a) (V/I)y^ = (3.1.20)
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Where R is the effective loss resistance, assumed
a,

*

to be lumped at the tip of the probe, as mentioned earlier,

b) = jX,^ (3.1.21)

Where the TEM-mode reactance of the tunable coaxial

line is

Xj^ = tan pi^ (3.1.22)

being the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line

given by the well known formula

Z^ = €0 In (D^/Dj^) (3.1,23)

where and D2 are respectively the inner and outer

conductor diameters.

Application of the boundary conditions (3,1,20) and

(3.1.21) to the eq, (3,1,19) leads to the following equations

in 1'*’ and I*" *

Z - Zgl" = (3.1.24)

and - Z4I- = ^2 (3.1.25)

where Z-^ = ^OP
-

•'a
(3.1.26a)

^2 =
^op

^ (3.1.26b)

N 11 e-iPt. (3.1,26c)

24 = <Zop+3X!c)
eJPb (3.1.26d)
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and

V,
)

Xj^Ci+T )

TzZop

The solution of eqs. (3,1.24) and (3,1.25) is

and

I^ =

I =

Z4V1 -

Z1Z4 -

Z3V1 --

Z1Z4 ~ Z2Z3

Now, it can easily be shown that

(3.1.27a)

(3.1.27b)

(3.1.28a)

(3.1.28b)

Z4V1 - ^2^ = pz*p
(3.1.29a)

and

Z3V1 - ^1^2 =^ (^3+3 ^4 )

op

(3.1.29b)

where.

pb+X^cos Pb) (3.1.30a)

^2 = ^a^\
“

^op
(3.1.30b)

(3.1,30c)

and
^4 = - hp

(3.1.30d)

Similarly, one can also see that

Z
1
Z4 - Z2

Z3 = (3.1.31)
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where.

^5 = ^RgCXj^ sin pb ~ cos pb) (3.1.32a)

and

^6 = 2Zqp (\^os pb + sin pb) (3.1.32b)

Consequently, eq, (3.1,28) may be rewritten as

and

I

1 + T fl+jf.
~ pz^ op fj+jF

1+ T fj+jf

(3.1.33a)

(3.1.33b)

Using eqs. (3.1,19b) and (3.1.33) in the eq, (3.1.10),

and solving, we arrive at the following:

^ ^op ^o 1+ T ~ j (3.1,34)

where,

^7 ~ ^^3~^1^ (1-cos pb) 4* (f^4-f2)sin pb (3.1,35a)

and

^8 = (l-cos pb) - (f
3
+fj^)sin pb (3.1.35b)

Eq, (3,1,35) can be simplified to give

f^ = 2Rg^[2Xj^(l-cos pb) - sin pb] (3.1,36a)

and.

fp = 2Z „ X. sin pb
8 op K ^ (3.1.36b)
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Eq, (3,1,34) can be further manipulated to yield

where

,

h3+jh4
(3,1.37)

' f

=r 'frj — (3,1,38a)

(3.1.38b^

’'a
=

’ll
- (3.1.38c)

''4 = ”2 (3.1.38d)

The fundamental mode transmission coefficient is then

given by

1+1:= „N
op o Ti3+Jh4

The corresponding insertion loss is

1

(3.1,39)

IL = 20 log PT (3.1.40)

The insertion loss will be minimum or maximum when

d
dX,

t!^ = 0 (3.1.41)

In order to solve the resonance condition (3,1.41), we

use eq. (3,1,39) to write

}t1^ =
* ' ^ op o F-

(3.1.42)

where

-2pb(f5Vfjfg)+2p2z^pN„(f5fg_fgf^) (3 . 1 ,43 )
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and

F — f ^ + f
^ (3.1.44)

Now, it is easy to show that

^7^ ^8^ ^12^^ ^11 *^10
(3.1.45a)

(3.1.45bi

^5^8 “ ^6^7 ^32\^ ^3i^k ^30 (3.1.45c)

.

and = ^42\^ *
^4A ^40 (3.1.45d)

where.
-

h^2 = (1-cos pb)^ + 4Z^p sin^pb (3.1,46a)

h^l = -16 Z^pFlg^ sin pb (1-cospb) (3.1.46b)

^10
= (3.1.46c)

h^^ = sinpb( 1-cospb )+4 sinpb cospb (3.1.46d)

= -4Z^pRg [sin^pb+2cospb( 1-cospb)]

+ 4 Z ^ sin^pb (3,l,46e)+ 4 Z ^ sin^pb (3,l,46e)
oP

= 4 R? cospb sinpb (3.1.46f)
zu op «

hoo = 4Z R [sin^pb-2cospb(l-cospb)] (3.1,46g)
OZ op a

h^, = -8Z^ R sinpb (1-cospb) (3.1.46h)
31 op a

= -*4 "a
(3.1.461)
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h
42

^41 =

4(Z^p cos^pb 4- RgSin^pb)

^2op(2op-«a 5

72 /^2 . r, 2 __2.and = 4Zjp (Zjp sin^pb + cos'^pb)

(3.1.46j)

(3.1.46k)

(3.i.46i>

so that

and

where.

= u,„ X ^ + u, ,X,. + u
12 ll'"k • 10

^2 “ ^22 ^k
^

'^21^k
* ^20

(3.1.47)

(3.1.48)

“li= ‘'ll
- 2^'=>'2.+2p%pN^h3^+(p2b2+p‘'z2pN^2)h4.

and ^2i" ^4i

(3.1.49)

(3.1.50)

Eqs, (3.1.49) and (3,1,50) hold good for i = 0,1 and 2,

The resonance condition (3,1.41) will be satisfied

v\tien

P
"2

F
""1

which, using eqs. (3,1.47) - (3.1,48), yields

(3.1.51)

(3.1.52)

where

,

U, ^12 “21
“ ^11 ^22 (3,1.53a)

- 2 ( u^2 ^20 ~ ^
10

^
22 ^ (3.1.53b)
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and U
o

^11^20 " ^10^21 {3,1,53c)

The values of Xj^ for minimum and maximum insertion

loss are thus given by

-u, ± - 4U^U,)

u.
(3,1.54)

the positive sign to be used for minimum loss and the

negative sign for maximum loss.

The position of the movable short for a given value

of can be calculated using

1^ = ( \/2it) tan'-^ (3.1.55)

The value of 1^ needed for maximum insertion loss

shall hereinafter be termed the ’resonant length* , Also, the

frequency at which the loss is maximum shall be termed the

’resonance frequency’ or the’ center frequency*.

The calculation of resonant length by using eq. (3,1,54]

is obviously a little cumbersome algebraically. In the

/following subsection, a simple but accurate approximation, for

the resonant length of a short-circuited version is presented,

3.1,1 A Simpler Condition of Resonance:

Actual computations reveal that, of all the basic

functions involved in the expression for the insertion loss,

the function f^ changes its sign at resonance, whereas the
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functions and fg cross the frequency of resonance in^a

monotonous manner. The situation is illustrated, for a

typical set of parameter values, through the various graphs

shown in Fig. 3,3.

Equating f^^ in eq, (3.1,32b) to zero, one gets

Z tan B1 + Z „ tanpb = 0 (3,1.56)
o ^ r op ^

which can serve as a simpler condition of resonance than the

eq, (3.1.54). To test the accuracy of this resonance condi-

tion, comparisons between the values of the resonant length

given by eqs. (3.1.54) and (3.1.56) were made, for various

sets of parameter values. The error involved was seen to be

barely noticeable as illustrated, for a few typical cases,

in Tables 3,1, 3,2 and 3,3.

3,1.2 An Expression for the Peak Insertion Loss:

Eq. (3,1,56) dictates that at resonance

= -Z „ tanpb (3.1.57)
K, op

Substituting this value of Xj^ in eqs. (3,1.32) and (3,1.35),

we get,

f^l = -2Z „ R secpb (3.1.58a)
s • oP a

resonance ^

resonance

(3.1.58b)
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f

and f

7

8

resonance

resonance

-2Z^p tanpb-sinpb)

-2Z^p tanpb sin^b

(3.1.58c)

(3.1.58d)

Substituting these values in eq, (3.1.39), alongwith using

eq, (3.1.38), one gets the following expression for the

peak insertion loss IL .max

I^max = 2° ^

Where

X =
le^z N

i
' op o '

(3.1.59)

(3.1.60)

with X, = p^Z N +
1 op o f^

resonance

= + (Z^p/R^Jsln^gb (3.1.61a)

and

resonance

= pb - sinpb (2~cospb) (3.1.61b)

Actual computations reveal that, for practical cases,

[X^j <<jX
2^1

and we can safely write

(3.1.62)
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3.1.3 The Near-resonance Equivalent Circuit:

In view of the resonance condition described by eq,

(3.1.56), the near-resonance behavior of the short-circuited

case can be represented by means of the lunped equivalent

circuit shown in Fig. 3.4-. This equivalent circuit helps us

in understanding the behavior of the short-circuited

configuration physically. Two reactances, and Xj^, and a

loss resistance, constitute the equivalent circuit. X^ =

—
Z^p

tanpb is the reactance offered by the E—plane waveguide

probe, and Xj^ = tanpi^ is the reactance of the tunable

coaxial line. As X^, can be varied from —<» to +“, it can be

used to tune out any conceivable values of Xp. In other

words, a given frequency can be rejected by setting

that frequency. The frequency to be rejected (f^) can be

varied all over the operating band of the waveguide by varying

the position (1^) of the movable short, the relationship

between f^ and 1^ being governed by eqs, (3,1,55) and (3,1,56).

3,2 ANALYSIS OF THE AIR-GAP CASE;

The air-gap case is shown in Fig, 3^, It differs

from the short-circuited case in that there exists a finite

air-gap of length ‘ S ‘ between the tip of the probe and the

waveguide wall. The analysis of the air-gap case will also

be done under the various simplifying assumptions made in

analysing the short-circuited case and will run along
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identical lines. The essential difference will lie in the

fact that the relationship between the fundamental-mode

reflection coefficient and probe current will be given,

instead of eq, (3.1,10), by

^ j i(y»)dy« (3.2.1)
o 6

Also, the boundary condition depicted by eq. (3,1,20)

will be replaced by

(V/I)y=
6
= *^3 - (3.2.2)

where R is the usual loss resistance and X is the reactance
a a

of the air-gap. The value of is

X^ = l/2itf(Cp + C^) (3.2.3)

where f is the frequency involved in c/s, and parallel-plate

and fringing capacitances are given by [13]

C = e -jir ^/6 (3.2.4)
p op'

and

= 4 e^rp[l-Y+ln(2rp/ 6) ] (3.2.5)

One more difference, although minor, to be noted is

that the eq. (3.1.14a) for the probe characteristic impedance

will be replaced by

Zqp = pf- + Y + Ci p(b- 6 ) - ^ (3.2.6)
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eqs. (3,1,26) and (3.1.27) modify to

= ‘Zop-f*a+JXa) e‘j^* (3.2.7a)

^2 =
3-JXa) eJP6

(3.2.7b)

Z
3 = (Z„p-3X,) e-OPb

(3.2.7c)

Z4
=

(3.2.7d)

Vl = 1+ T
“ 8Z^ op

(VJRa) (3.2,8a)

\ = 1 + T
(3.2.8b)

Eqs, (3,1,30) and (3,1,32) will be replaced by

^1 “ ^
3
Xj^( sinpb~sinp6 ) - R.^Xj^(cosp6 - cospb)

”
) (3.2.9a)

^2 ~ -cospb)+R^Xj^(sinpb-sinp6 )

) (3.2.9b)

^3 = X
3
Xj^(sinpb-sinp6 )+RgXj^(cosp6 -cospb)

^ (3.2.9c)

^4 = -X^Xj^(cosp6 - cospb)+RgXj^(sinpb-sinp6 )

^ (3.2.9d)
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and,

% = 2R^[Xj^sinp(b- 6)-Z^p cosp(b- 6)]

2
^6 " i )+2 2^p(X3+X^)co3p(b.

Eq» (3,1,36) becomes

f? = 2R^[2Xj^{l-cosp(b-6)3 - Z^pSinp(b-6) ]

and

"^8 = '^)+4W[l-cosp(b~ 6)]

whereas eq* (3*1*38) changes to

ni = - p(b-6 )f^

12 “ ^8 * ^^6

”3 = "l - ^%p%i6
and

114 = ^2 + fg
(

The reflection and transmission coefficients

given by

"" "
ll3+j^4

T = 1 +T= Nop 0 ri3+jT)4

(3.2.10a)

>6)

(3.2.10b)

(3,2, 11a

)

(3,2.11b)

(3.2,12a)

(3.2.12b)

(3.2.12c)

S.2.12d)

are

3.2.13)

and (3.2.14)
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The condition for resonance modifies to

+ u,x^ + = 0 (3.2.15)

where

^2 =
“12 “21 -

“ll “22 (3.2.16a)

Ui = 2(u^2U2q - u^qU^j) (3.2.16b)

“o
=

“ll“20
- “10“21 (3,2.16c)

and the values of and (i = 0,1 and 2) are given

by

"'ll
=

'"li
“ 2p(b- 6)h2i4.2p\pN^h3.+[p2(t,.6)2

^
^OP (3.2.17&)

and

^2i ^4i (3,2.17b)

The values of various h‘s, revised for the air-gap

case, follow

^12 = ^t4R/(l-e^)2^z2p

(3,2.18a)

^11 ~
^^op^^op^a®2 ^^^a ""^a

(3,2.18b)

hio = <p(\W^ -2^ (3.2.18c}
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22

=
‘21

(3,2. 18d)

(3,2, 18e)

‘20
“ (3.2, 18f)

32 "" (3,2.18g)

31 ^ (3.2.18h)

20
" 4Z^ ^

op a 2
(3.2.18i)

‘42 (3,2.18j)

‘41 SZppf ‘ Zop-'^a^-^a‘' > "l^2-^Zop\( 3 (3.2.18k)

‘40 ^2opC'^a^®l^+(^a®l+Zop®2)^] (3.2.18X)

‘l
cosp(b-6 ) (3.2,18m)

'2 sinp(b-6 ) (3.2.18n)

h

h

h

h

h

h

h

e, =

3.2.1 A Simpler Condition of Resonance:

A simpler condition of resonance can be obtained by

equating f^ given by eq. (3,2.10b) to zero, as was done for

the short-circuited case. This leads to

= Zop x;t4(b-5 '

)-Zop
(3.2.19)
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which can serve as a useful alternative to eq. (3.2.15). To

test the accuracy of this approximate condition of resonance,

a comparison between the values of 1^ given by eqn. (3.2.15)

and (3,2.19) is given, for a few typical cases, in Table 3,4.

The error involved is again seen to be negliggible,

3,2,2 Expression for the Peak Insertion Loss:

By using the resonance condition (3,2*19) in eq, (3,2.14)

it can easily be shown that

Il-max = 2°

Where,

X =

with

r(x^ +

1 I' ^ op o

'

.2 „ 2
.

(3,2.20)

(3.2.21)

2 ©^'^+22 X e (1-e )+X ^[e^^+2ei(l-e )3
X = 8^7 N + -QP-2. op a 2 1 ' a 2 1 1
1 op o Z R

op a

and
Xjl-ei)2 - 2„^e^(2-ep

^op

(3.2.22a)

(3.2,22b)

where e^ and e^ are as given by eqs. (3.2.18m) and (3,2.18n),

Again, it is found that for practical cases {X
2 }<<

jX^^j and

can be safely neglected.

3,2.3 Near—reso nance Equivalent Circuit;

In view of eq. (3.2,19), the near-resonance behavior

of the air-gap case can be modelled by the lumped equivalence
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shown in Fig, 3,6 , It can easily be visualised that, at

least in principle, this configuration can also be used to

reject any frequency in the operating band of the w/aveguide,

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION;

In order to test the theory developed in the preceding

sections, a single-stage X-band prototype with a=22.S6 mm,

b=10.16 mm, Dj^=4.00 mm and Dg—10.00 mm was fabricated* Many

values of the probe diameter were used. As expected, a

tunable sharp peak in the loss characteristic was observed.

The behavior at frequencies away from the resonance frequency,

i.e, the pass-band behavior, hov;ever, showed unacceptably

large ripples. The magnitude of these ripples was seen to be

lowered by introducing a small air-gap * 6 ’ , The situation

is illustrated, for r = 0.435 mm and f = 10 GHz, through
' p o

the Figs, 3,7 and 3,8,

The experimental performance of the type shown in

Figs, 3,7 and 3,8 is far from satisfactory, especially if

one is interested in the full—band behavior of these confi-

gurations. For full-band applicability, the ripples need

minimising. To achieve this, the following line of

thought was pursued.

The undesirable discrepancy between theory and

experiment, as manifest in Figs, 3,7 and 3,8, can be
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attributed to the various simplifying assumptions made in

the analysis. Of all these assumptions, the neglect of

higher-order terms while writing eq. (3.1.18) and the

assumption of a constant R throughout the band while making
Q.

the theoretical computations seem to be of crucial signi-

ficance, Both of these assumptions can be expected to be

more valid if the amount of physical perturbation within

the waveguide is small. Hence, in order to reduce the

unwanted ripples, v;e should either increase 5 to a significant

fraction of b, or should decrease r to a minimum value.
P

Both of the above mentioned options were tried. The

larger values of 6 resulted in a sharp deterioration in the

peak insertion loss with increasing center frequency, and

this limited the useful tuning range to only a small lov/er

portion of the band.

The second option v^as implemented by choosing an

extremely thin probe (r^ = 0.11b mm). Such a thin probe v/as

mechanically weak and would have buckled under the load of

the tuning mechanism. So the experiment was done by keeping

the prototype in a horizontal position. The probe was kept

in position by passing it through an axially—cut slot in

the bottom wall of the waveguide and holding it there through

an external pressure, as shown photographically in Fig, 3,9*

The measurement setup used was the conventional H.P. sweep
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generator-network analyzer combination, A photograph of

this setup is shown in Fig, 3,10.

Theoretical and experimental loss characteristics for

= 0,115 mm are compared in Fig, 3,ii, It is seen that

the pass-band loss remains mostly within 1 dB which is a

practically acceptable value. Also, the deterioration in the

peak insertion loss with change in center frequency is

moderate and does not seriously limit the tuning range.

Theoretical and experimental values of the resonant

length are compared in Table 3,5, for nine different center

frequencies.

The discrepancies between theory and experiment, as

observed in Fig. 3,11 and Table 3,5, can be attributed to

the following factors:

i) Various simplifying assumptions made in the analysis,

ii) The measurement conditions were such that a small

departure of the probe from its vortical position

at x=a/2 w/as always tiiere. The effects of this

’tilting* would also have caused some error,

iii) While looking at Table 3.5, the experimental uncer-

tainty in the measurement of length (4p.l mm

in the present instance) must be kept in mind.

The pass-band VSWR of the short-circuited configuration

(with r =0.115 mm) was found to be generally of the order

of 1,10 or less.
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Table 3.5

Comparison betvveen theoretical and experimental values

of the resonant length.

a=22.86 mm, b=10.16 mm, Xp = 0.115 mm, = 55.00 ohms,

6= 0

Frequency Resonant length (in mm)
in

GHz
Theoretical Experimental

8.00 9.19 9.20

8.50 8.51 3.50

9.00 7.88 7.90

9.50 7.32 7.30

10.00 6.79 6.80

10.50 6.30 6.20

11.00 5.81 5.70

11.50 5.33 5.20

12.00 4.84 4.70
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3.4 RESONANT CONTOUR OF THE SHORT-CIRCUITED VERSION:
SOME THEORETICAL RESULTS

In the previous sections, electromagnetic analyses of

the short-circuited and air-gap cases were presented, under

some suitable simplifying assumptions. Through the experi-

mental results, it v/as demonstrated that the ripples in the

pass-band can be brought down to an acceptable level by making

use of an extremely thin (electrically) probe. Some impro-

vement in the ripples can also be effected by incorporating

an optimally chosen air-gap of length 1^^ "the structure,

A fresh value of is necessitated with each change in

the center frequency. The values of that are required

are, generally speaking, much lesser than b. The larger

values of 6 result in a marked deterioration in the values of

^^max increasing f^. This limits the useful tuning

range of the configuration severely. Hence, in actual

practice, larger values of 6 are not recommended except when

one is willing to sacrifice the tunability.

The aim of this section is to present theoretical

results depicting the effects of varying Z , R , r and b onO 3

the performance of a single-stage short-circuited version.

The results are chocked against experimental evidence, wherever

possible and thought necessary.
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The results presented in this section will help in

gaining an insight into the interdependence of the physical

parameters of the configuration and its frequency response.

They will serve as a useful guideline to the designer who,

before going to the multistage configurations of this type,

will prefer to optimize the perfomance of the single-stage

section through a judicious choice of its physical parameters.

A notch (or narrow-band-rejection) response can be

characterized by its peak insertion loss the two

quality factors (Q^ and Q2 )f
and the two skirt selectivities

and 32)* The definitions of these characterizing

parameters are illustrated in Fig. 3,12.

Using the theoretical model developed in the section

3.1, a computer program was written to calculate

Q^, Q2 , and S
2

for a given set of values of a,b,rp,R^,Z^

and f . The calculation of the peak insertion loss was
o

performed by using eq. 3,1,59. The calculation of the quality

factors and skirt selectivities was done using their basic

definitions illustrated in Fig. 3.12- This was necessary

because accurate explicit formulas for these parameters wore

difficult to derive.

The results obtained by the above mentioned procedure

are discussed in the following subsections.
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3.4.1 Effects of Varying the Characteristic Impedance of the
Coaxial Line:

The variations of Q, , Q^, and S„ with f are
lua X X X X O

shown in Fig, 3.13, for different values of Z^. The following

conclusions can be drawn:

i) independent of variations in Z^,

ii) Lower values of Z^ produce larger variations of

Qjl^»
Q<
2

j and with f^.

iii) Values of the L.H.S. skirt selectivity (S^) are

alv;ays a little higher than the corresponding values

of the R.H.S. skirt selectivity (S
2).

3.4.2 Effects of Varying the Loss Resistance;

The effects of varying on the variations of

Qi,Q2 > and $2 with f^ are depicted in Fig, 3.14. The

following conclusions can easily be drawn:

i) Higher values of R, result in lower values of

S ctnci ^

*

ii)
Q^, shows somewhat larger variations with f^ for higher

values of R^^.

iii) Values of are always a little higher than the

corresponding values of S2 *

3.4.3 Effects of Varying the Radius of the Probe;

The effects of varying r are shown in Fig, 3,15. These

results should be viewed a little cautiously for the theory

used is valid only for extremely thin ( electrically) probes.
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The following points need to be observed:

i) Theoretically, the variation of IL with f
max o

remains unchanged (Fig, 3,15a) for different

values of In practice, however, it was seen

that the thick probes produce larger variations

of with f . The reason for this discrepancy

betv/een theoretical and experimental results

lies obviously in the various simplifying assump-

tions made in the analysis, the assumption of an

electrically thin probe and of a constant

throughout the band being probably the most crucial

of all,

ii) Higher values of r^ result in lower values of (but

improved frequency dependence of) and

This was seen to be true in practice also,

iii) One very important point which is not within the

premises of the theory but needs recalling is the

improved pass—band ripples when thinner probes

are used,

iv) Values of are always a little higher than the

corresponding values of S^,

3,4,4 Effects of Varying the Height of the Waveguide:

Improvements in the resonant contour can also be

Sought by reducing the height of the waveguide near and on

both sides of the discontinuity. The reduced-height portion

of the waveguide can be matched to the standard—height

portion by means of suitable impedance—matching trans

formers.
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The effects of varying b on the dependence of IL ,nicix

Q2 » and on f^ are depicted in Fig, 3.16. The

following conclusions can be drawn:

i) Smaller values of b improve the dependence of IL
^ n!3X

on f .
o

ii) There exists an optimum value (say b r) of b such

that

a) with b = b^p^, the variations of and

S
2

with f^ are reduced to minimum and

b) for b < no further improvement in the

response is observed.

For the case shown in Fig. 3.16, the value

of lies somewhere between 7.5 mm and 6.0 mm.

iii) Values of are always a little higher than the

corresponding values of S
2 *

3.5 ANALYSIS OF THE SHORT-CIRCUITED VERSION INCLUDING

HIGHER-ORDER WAVEGUIDE MODES:

One of the most crucial assumptions made in the analysis

presented in Section 3.1 is the neglect of higher-order wave-

guide modes while writing eq. (3.1.18). An analysis including

the effect of the first higher-order mode is presented in

this section. It is seen that, in principle, it is possible

to go on refining the analysis for higher and higher modes.
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However, the tremendous increase in the amount of algebra

involved with the inclusion of each new nK>de puts a practical

limit on this kind of approach.

The fundamental mode of propagation in a rectangular

waveguide is the mode. This mode is followed by

higher-order TE modes like TE^q, TE^^, TE^^^, TE^^, TE^^ and

so on. As modes will have E^. = 0, the contribution of

these modes to Ej^ in eq, (3,1,18) will be zero. Also, for a

centered probe, the contribution of the TE„^ mode to E^ can

easily be seen to be zero. Thus, for all practical purposes,

the first higher-order mode to be included in E„ is theR

TEj^l mode. We should replace eq. (3,1.18) by

Ep^ = 1 + + cos 2^- (3,5,1)

where as the (unknown) reflection coefficient of the

TEii mode,

Eq, (3.1.12) can easily be shown to modify to

V(y) = - a Sin 3^ (3.5.2a)

and

( ^2 P^)l(y) = “ I
(3,5,2b)

dy ^oP

Defining

t: =
1

(3.5.3)
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the solution to eq. (3.5.2) can be written as

V(y) = Z^p (I-^ e-jPy . I- eJ^Y)
% T

Sin SX

and
(3.5,4a)

I(y) = + 1“ .
6Z (i+ X , cos 21)P^p 1 t>'

(3,5,4b)

The application of boundary conditions in eqs, (3.1,
and (3.1.21) yields

where

^1

Z3

^1

^2

^3

-4

and

V.

I - Z
2
I -

(3,5.5)

I* - Z4I- = V
2 (3.5,6)

"
^op

-
®a (3.5.7a)

=
^op +

«a (3.5.7b)

= <Zop - jX^) e-J?b
•

(3.5.7c)

(3.5.7d)

op
(3.5.8a)

X

" iz~op
(3.5.8b)

The soluUon to eqs. (3.9.5) and (3.5.6) is

•op
'^5 +

l'*' = —

i

pz

20 )

(3,5.9a)
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and

T" = 1 ^3+3^4

where,

= (1 + T)g^^+

f2 = (1+ t)
g^i

fg = (1+ xjgg^ + x^ 932

'^4 = (1+ T)g4j, + Tj_ 9^2

and and f^ are given by eq. (3,1.32). The

various .g‘s are as follows:

^ai Ra(XjjSinpb - cospb)

®22 “ 321

931 = -Ba(^k9°®P'=+2<,pSinpb)-X^(Z^p-R^)

932
=

-'^at>=k“®^‘=+2op=i"^'’>+5«k(Zop-Ra)

941 = 921

and
9^2 = 941

Using eqs, (3,5.4b) and (3,5.9) in eq,

manipulating, we arrive at

(3.5.9b)

(3.5.10a)

(3.5.10b)

(3.5.10c)

(3.5. lOd)

values of

(3.5.11a)

(3.5.11b)

(3,5.11c)

(3. 5. lid)

(3. 5. lie)

(3,5. Ilf)

(3.5.11g)

(3.5. llh)

(3.1.10), and
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P ^OP O -J

+ jf^

- jP(l 4- x) (3.5.12)

It turns out that

(3.5.13)

where

= (f
3-fj_)(l-cospb)+(f2

+f4)sin^b ( 3 # 5 « i4H

}

and

(3,5.14b)

Using eq, (3,5,10), we write

= (1+T
)(g3i-gii)+

'
1 ( 932

-
912 ) (3,5.15a)

fs+fl = (H- 'ir)( 93^+9^^)+ 'Cj_(932+gj^2^ (3,5.15b)

^4-^2 = '^(941-921^'^ '
1 ( 942

-
922 ’ (3,5,15c)

and f^+f^ = ( 1+ '^)( 941+921 )+
'^

1 ( 942+922 ) (3.5.15d)

Using eq, (3,5,11), we write

^31 “ ^11 = ^11
(3.5.16a)

^32 “ ^12 “ ^12
(3.5.16b)

^31 ^11
= ^21

(3.5.16c)

932 + 9i2
= ^22

(3.5.16d)

^41 ” ^21 ~ ^31
(3.5.16e)
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942 - 922 ~ ^32 (3.5.16f)

^41 *•'

^21 ~ ^41 (3.5.16g)

and 942 + ^22 = ^42 (3.5.16h)

where.

^11 = 2Rgt\(l-cosfb)-ZQpSin;3b] (3.5.17a)

^12 “ ~2R^C\(l+cosfjb)+Z^pSin,0b] (3.5,17b)

^21 =
(3.5.17c)

"^22
-

(3.5. 17d)

^^31 ^ ° (3.5.17e)

h32 ° (3,5.17f)

^41 ~ 2R^ (Xj^sinjjb—Z^pCospb

)

(3.5.17g)

and ^42 ~ *^41 (3.5, 17h)

Thus eq • (3,5,15) becomes

fg-fl = (1+ t) + hj^2 (3.5.18a)

fa+fi = ( 1+ t) h^^ + (3.5.18b)

^4-^2 = ° (3.5.13c)

and ^4^^2 ~ (!+“ '^)
^4i'*‘^42

”*'1 (3.-5.18d)

The eq. (3,5,14) then yields

= ( 1+ 1:) fji + fj2 (3.5.19a)

and ^8'

~

^81 *' ’’'1 ^82 (3.5,19b)
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where

f?! = -2R^[Z^pSingb-2X^(l-cospb)]

^72
=

^81 = 2Z_^pX^sinpb

and fg
2 = -2Z_^pX^sinpb

Eq, (3.5,12) transforms to

= Xq^ (

1

+ t ) +

where.

and,

Xo = j[

X
3 = j

fTl+jfgl

fs+jf6

f72+jf

“ Pb]

82

6

Another equation involving the unknowns

be obtained by using eq, (3,1,8) for mode,

be shown from this equation that

T
1

i(y') cos dy*

where.

(3.5,20a)

(3,5.2Db)

(3.5.20c)

(3.5.20d)

(3.5.21)

(3.5.22a)

(3,5.22b)

(3.5.22c)

and can

It can easily

(3.5.23)

= 2?^ r[(f)^+(f)^
- (3.5.24)
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Using eqs. {3.5,4b) and (3,5.9) in eq. (3.5.23), and

manipulating, we finally arrive at

(3.5,25)

where,

^4 = (3,5,26a)

V _ _ 1 ^101
^ 1-n^/ pV (2.5,26b)

and.

V - -- fi^
,

'^92^^'_^102
1 (3.5,26c)

where and are given by eq, (3,1.32) and

f-T = 2Z R sinpb
91 op a

(3.5.27a)

f^2 = 2R^[Z^pSinpb+2Xj^(l+ccspb)J (3.5.27b)

^101^ (3.5.27c)

and

^i02=
(3.5.27d )

Proper eliminations between the simultaneous eqs . (3.5.21)

and (3,5,25) lead to

XoX.
+ -*->4:1“

“
. x^x.

- X^-Xg

(3.5.28)
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and

X^(l + x)
-
1
= (3.5.29)

The fundamental-mode transimission coefficient is

given by

T = 1 + T =

X ' X
(3.5.30)

One can, at least in theory, go on refining this solution

to account for further higher-order waveguide modes. For

example, if the effect of the mode (which is the next

higher-order mode after 'to incorporated, one will

ultimately land up into three simultaneous equations involving

X , Xj^ and X 2
(the reflection coefficient of TE

2I

solution of which will yield the information of interest. The

procedure will obviously involve much more lengthy algebraic

simplifications. In fact, the algebraic rigor involved will

keep on increasing with the number of higher-order modes that

one wishes to account for.

The analysis discussed above can also be extended to the

air-gap case. The amount of algebraic manipulations involved

in the analysis of the air-gap case will be much more as

compared with that in the short-circuited case.
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The disadvantage of the above reported analyses lies

in the heavy amount of algebraic work involved. This disadva-

ntage is, however, greatly offset by the fact that the end —

product of those analyses is a closed—form solution* No

summations of infinite series, as encountered in the formulations

to be discussed in Chapter 4, are involved, thereby reducing

the CPU time on the computer significantly,

3.5.1 Calculation of Resonant Length:

Although vigorous attempts to derive a closed-form

condition of resonance were made, it soon became clear that

the complicated structure of eq, (3,5,30) will not permit an

easy and accurate explicit expression for the resonant length*

A standard NAG library subroutine (named E04ABF)

available at the I.I.T, Kanpur Computer Centro was used to

locate the minimum of jTj using eq, (3,5,30). The results

obtained wore accurate upto eighth decimal place,

3.5.2 Results and Discussion:

The closed-form solution described by eq, (3,5.30)

was applied to the r^ = 0.115 mm case depicted in Fig. 3,11.

The difference between the results given by eqs, (3,1,39) and

(3,5,30) v/as seen to bo generally negliggible, the maximum

departure (occuring at resonance) not being more than a few

percent. As an illustration, the results for f^ = 10 GHz are
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presented in Fig, 3,17, An important point to be noted at

this juncture is that, like eq. (3.1,39), the eq. (3,5.30)

also ooes not predict the pass—band ripples, thus indicating

that the neglect of higher—order modes in writing Ej^ is not

the probable cause of pass—band ripples. This point will be

further elaborated upon in the next chapter wherein a

theoretical model incorporating effects of ail the higher-

order waveguide modes vdll be presented.

The values of the resonant length (for r = 0.115 mm)

computed by the procedure outlined in subsection 3.5,1 and

by eq, (3,1.56) are compared in Table 3.6, for nine different

center frequencies. The experimental values are also given.

It is seen that the method described in subsection 3,5,1

gives values that arc- on the higher side of those given by

eq, (3.1.56). This point will also be elaborated upon in the

next chapter.

Before concluding this section, some remarks on the

relevance of the analysis reported herein are in order. 'We

have seen earlier that, in order to bring the pass-band

ripples down to an acceptable level, the use of an extremely

thin probe is mandatory, in which case the analysis reported

in Section 3,1 is sufficiently accurate. The analysis

reported in this last section may thus not be required for

most of the practical purposes. The academic importance of
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Table 3.6

uoropaxioon between values of resonant length obtained with
and without the first higher-order mode.

a = 22.86 mm, b = 10.16 mni, r^ = 0.115 mm, Z = 55,00 ohms,
P o

6 = 0

Frequency-

in GHz

Resonant length (in mm)
Theoretical

_

fir's -t
'
h'ig'he'r- Without first

order mode higher-order mode
(subsection 3,5,1) (eq. 3,1.56)

Experimental

8.00 9.32 9.19 9.20

8.50 8.64 8.51 8.50

9.00 8.04 7.88 7.90

9.50 7.49 7,32 7,30

10.00 6.98 6.79 6,80

10.50 6.51 6.30 6.20

11.00 6.06 5.81 5.70

11.50 5.62 5.33 5.20

12.00 5.17 4 i> 84 4.70
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this analysis can, hov^ovor, not bo denied as this analysis

helps in i) confirming that the higher—order waveguide modes

excited around the probe are not the cause of pass-band

ripples and ii) establishing a procedure whereby closed-form

solution incorporating effects of as many higher—order modes

as one likes can be obtained, provided one is vjilling to

undertake the extensive amount of algebraic effort involved,

3,6 CONCLUSIONS:

i) The broad-wall Rectangular IVavcguide-Tunablo

Coaxial Lino Junction has boon investigated from the viewpoint

of its application to microwave filtering, an aspect which

has hitherto not boon looked into. Two typos of cases, namely

the short-circuited and air-gap cases, are analysed.

ii) The above mentioned configurations exhibit a sharp

mechanically tunable transmission minimum between the wave-

guide ports. They will thus find application as now types

of prototypes for developing waveguide notch filters with

largo continuous mechanical tunability,

iii) The configurations considered require use of an

extremely thin (electrically) probe, so as to minimise the

amount of physical perturbation within the waveguide, and

thereby reduce the pass—band ripples to a practically accep-

table level. At X—band, this leads to requiring a mechanically
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weak probe which has to bo kept in position through external

moans* At C and S bands, howovor, an oloctrically thin

probe will have sufficient mechanical strength also* Thus

the configurations suggested will bo especially useful for

S and C bands,

iv) For lack of facilities to test waveguide components

at S and C bands, no experimentation could bo taken up at

these bands. The various results reported are only at X-band,

for which an accurate measurement setup was available,

v) The configurations suggested are simple and easy

to fabricate. Their filtering characteristics compare well

with those of a corresponding YIG-tunod single-stage section

(for detailed information on the YIG-tuned sections, see, e.g,,

[217], [276]-C278]).

vi) The analyses reported yield closed-form expressions

for the transmission coefficient between the waveguide ports.

For practical cases, these expressions are sufficiently

accurate and can be used to predict the filtering response of

the singlo-stago sections.

vii) The various resonance conditions obtained in this

chapter will servo as a check point for the more general

formulation to be presented in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 4

JUNCTION OF RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE mU TUNABLE COAXIAL
LINE - APPLICATION 10 EXPERIMENTAL CH.'\RACTERIZATION OF

WAVEGUIDE MOUNTS

The most widely known method of mounting the active-

devices across a rectangular waveguide is the use of E-plane

cylindrical metallic posts. Such structures, besides

providing an easy means of supporting the devices physically,

make the biasing of the devices quite easy. Various

commonly employed configurations of this type are shown in

Fig. 4.1. The accurate characterization (both theoretical

and experimental) of these configurations is a very important

aspect of present-day microwave engineering. Such a chara-

cterization helps in the analysis/synthesis of waveguide

amplifiers, oscillators, mixers, detectors, filters, etc.,

where mounting structures of this type are frequently

encountered.

The theoretical characterization of waveguide mounts

has boon an active subject of study, particularly in the

period starting from late sixties till date (see, e.g. [l3],

[ 102]—[l23]) , A corresponding amount of attention has,

however, not been paid to evolving new simple methods of

experimental characterization of those structures. Most of

the reported experimental results are based on either of the

following two approaches;
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(c) Single- gap arrangement (d) Two -gap arrongement

Fig. 4-1 Some typical waveguide
structures employing E -plane metallic

posts
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i) To treat the mount as a waveguide obstacle and to

measure its scattering parameters by any of the

well-established techniques of characterizing two-

port waveguide components,

ix) To measure the terminal impedance of the mount by

using special techniques, such as the use of sub-

miniature coaxial cables, which enable one to isolate

the terminals of interest electrically from the rest

of the system.

In tho first category lie results reported by Marcuvitz

[5], El-Sayod [llO], [ll4], Bauer and Penfield [’279], Joshi

and Cornick [115], [ll6], Hangstrom and Kollberg[ 121], etc.

In the second category, one can mention results reported by

authors like Eisenhart and Khan [105], Hicks and Khan [l23],

Shetty and Rao [271], vailiamson [122), etc.

The objective of this chapter is to exploit tho

Rectangular Vjaveguide - Tunable Coaxial Lino Junction, which

Was considered in Chapter 3 from the viewpoint of its appli-

cability to microwave filtering, for the experimental chara-

cterization of waveguide mounts, Lewin*s formulation [13]

Terminal impedance is defined as the impedance offered by

the mount across the terminals of the device.
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for loaded metallic posts in a rectangular waveguide has been

extended to the configuration under consideration. The

analysis reveals that the positions of the movable short for

minimum and maximum transmission between the waveguide

ports can bo correlated to the parameters of the post by

means of simple explicit equations. Consequently, a very

simple method of experimental determination of the post

parameters emerges. In comparison with the methods based on

approaches mentioned above, the present method is superior

in the following respects:

i) No electrical measurements are needed; thus the

errors encountered in electrical measurements, e.g,

unwanted reflections at various junctions, poor

sensitivity of the instruments, etc,, are completely

eliminated.

ii) An explicit measurement of the unknown post para-

meters is possible,

iii) The configuration used is simple and easy to

implement,

iv) The working equations are quite simple, thus

obviating the need of graphical/semigraphical/

computer-aided analysis of the measured data.

Although the method is applied only to the singly-

loaded posts, it can easily be extended to doubly—loaded
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posts, as shown in Section 4,3, The method can also be

extended to measure the parameters involved in the equivalent

circuit for the input impedance seen by the coaxial line

in a broad—wall coaxial—waveguide junction, as discussed

in Section 4,4.

4.1 ANALYSIS OF THE RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE - TUNABLE COAXIAL
LINE JUNCTION BY USING LEWIN' S FORMULATION

The E-plane cylindrical metallic post in a rectangular

waveguide, terminated at one end into an active device, is

shown in Fig. 4.2a. If we assume the device dimensions to

be small (which is true for most of the practical cases),

the device can bo simulated by a lumped load (generally

non-linear) at the end of the post, as shown in Fig. 4.2b,

The configuration shown in Fig, 4,2b was analysed by

Lewin [13], Ho showed that the singly-loaded E-plane post

in a rectangular waveguide can be represented by moans of an

impedance Z across the guide. The value of this impedance

is given by

CO see
2 icD

(4*1.1)

- S
Zl n=l

where the normalised first-order post reactance is



1 N vfs.'nJtfi ...j,

r"'-"'! ?‘M'lii.!S T) ’p

Fic.. A'lN'i f -plarjc post in a rectangular
v/civecj'jide
(on.; 6’nd ierininated into on r-iU'ive device)

irn ’agnetic
sin./i'. device

equivaler'ice
dimension s)
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Xq (a/2 \g)cosec ('n;D/a)[lnsin(7tD/a)-ln sin( 7tr /2a)

oo

+ cos(2iiD/a)-cos(7i;x /a)+ I

{ cos(mTtr /a)~cos(2ntttD/a)
} ] (4.1.2)

which, for Tp-*- 0, simplifies to

= (a/2 \g)cosec^(TiD/a)[ln l(2a/itrp)sin(itD/a)} -2sin^(nD/a)

OO .

+ 2 Z sin^(miiD/a) { (m^-p^a^/'rc^)“^'^^-l/ni i]
nt=2

(4.1.3)

In eqs. (4,1.2) and (4.1.3), the dimensions a,b,rp

and D are as defined in Fig, 4.2. The other parameters are

i) Free-space propagation constant p = 27t/X (4,1,4)

where K is the free-space wavelength involved.

ii) Guided wavelength K = X/y[i-(^ /2a)^] (4,1.5)
y

iii) Guide impedance Zg = 2T)(b/a) ( X ^/A. ) (4,1,6)

where t) = IZOn approximately.

The parameter in eq, (4,1,1) is a non-normal ised

reactance defined by Lewin in his formulation of the problem,

Lewin has worked out the following ejcpression for S(l/X^):
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where,

^ = 2^1“ (4.1.8)
Jr

r„ = f(n2.2/b2-p2) (4.,.,)

and 0) = 2Tcf (4.1.10)

f being the frequency involved, is the capa-

citance contributed by the small gap that exists betv/een

the tip of the post and bottom inner face of the waveguide.

The small correction term in eq, (4.1,7) is given as

S’ = Z
n-M+1

, ^ 1
r„fK„(r„r'„)-lC„l2DrJ r m J (4.1.11)

n' n'

K^(^) in eqs. (4.1.7) and (4.1,11) represents the modi-

fied Bessel function of second kind, of order n and having

an argument x.

Now, the Rectangular Waveguide - Tunable Coaxial Line

Junction (Fig. 4,3a)can, for the purposes of analysis, be

3^6placed by a singly-loaded post (Fig, 4,3b), provided that

the load is interpreted as the reactance of the tunable

coaxial lino. That is

Zl = = jZ^ tanpl^ (4.1.12)

where Z is the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line
o
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Rg.4-3a Rectangular waveguide- Tunable
coaxial line junction

Fig.4-3b Electromagnetic equivalance ot Fig.4-:
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(given by eqn,(3.1.23)) and is the position of the movable

short, or the ‘resonant length*.

It can easily be seen that the configuration shown

in Fig. 4.3b is electromagnetically identical to that shown

in Fig. 4.2b, with, of course, D=a/2 and as given by

eq. (4,1.12) i Thus, the lumped-circuit equivalence of the

junction shown in Fig. 4.3a will consist of an impedance 2

across the guide, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The value of Z can

be written as

Z = 4*
1

E
n=l

(4.1.13)

where a loss conductance G has been introduced to empirically
a

take care of the system losses.

The fundamental mode reflection coefficient can then

be calculated using the well-known relation

T 2-
Zg+24

(4.1.14)

The fundamental mode transmission coefficient is

T - 2Z
^ “ 2 4-2Z

y

The transmission will be minimum when

OO

- V

\
'

ril
2„2^0 g

(4.1.15)

(4.1.16)
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The peak insertion loss is given by

= 2° ^ (4.1.17)

Where,

X
f[(Z^+2x/z„2Gj2 (x^z^2gj2j

2X
o g a

o g a^
(4.1.18)

At this juncture, it is worthwhile to make a compa-

rison between the resonance condition given by eq. (4,1,16)

and those given in Chapter 3, The values of resonant length

calculated using eq, (3,1,56), those using the procedure

outlined in subsection 3.5,1 (i.e, inclusion of the first

higher-order mode in the calculation) and those calculated

by eq. (4.1.46) are compared, for r = 0.115 ram, 0,435 ram,
Sr

0,635 ran and 0.800 mm, in Tables 4,1, 4,2, 4,3 and 4,4,

respectively. The experimental values are also given. The

following conclusions can be drawn from these tables:

i) For r = 0.115 mm, eq, (3.1.56) is quite a good
P

approximation of eq, (4,1,46), For higher values

of r , however, the difference between the values
p'

given by these equations becomes larger,

ii) The approach outlined in subsection 3,5,1 yields

values that are • on the higher side of those

given by eq, (3,1,56).
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iii) The difference between the values given by the

approach of subsection 3.5.1 and those by eq.

(4.1.16) changes sign at a frequency sft^ich depends

on the radius of the post. For example, for

r = 0.800 mm, the value of this frequency is some-

where between 10,50 and 11.00 GHz, whereas, for

r^ = 0.115 mm, this frequency shifts to a value

below 8.00 GHz,

iv) Of all the theoretical values, those given by eq,

(4.1.16) show the best agreement with the experi-

mental results, although, for r^ = 0.115 mm, eq*

(3.1,56) is also quite accurate.

Two typical comparisons between the loss characteristic

calculated by using eq. (4.1.15) and the experimental values

are shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. The agreement between theory

and experiment is bettor for r^ = 0.115 mm than for

r = 0.435 mm. The theory, which tacitly includes the effects

of all higher-order waveguide modes, does not predict the

pass-band ripples that are actually observed. This sub-

stantiates the trend observed in subsection 3.5.2 of Chapter

3 that the excitation of higher-order waveguide modes in

the vicinity of the post is not the cause of pass band

ripples. The inability of the various theories to predict

the pass-band ripples seems to be due to the assumption

a constant G (or a constant as in Chapter 3) throughout

a
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the band. It may, however, be re-emphasised that a viable

filtering application of the resonant contour will, in

any case, require the use of an extremely thin (electrically)

post for which the assumption of a constant loss parameter

is reasonably accurate. Moreover, the theory is quite

accurate in predicting the experimental values of resonant

length (see Tables 4. 1,4.2, 4,3, and 4,4), which is natural

because the resonance conditions can be expected to be

independent of the system losses.

Before concluding' this section, it is worth while

to have an idea about the computer time required in the

calculation of the resonant contour by means of the various

theories developed so far, A typical comparison is given

in Table 4.5, It is clear that the calculation based on the

present formulation is much more time consuming than the

ones based on the models presented in Chapter 3, This

constitutes a major advantage of the formulations presented

in Chapter 3 over the present formulation. The advantage of

the present formulation, on the other hand, is the fact that

all higher-order waveguide modes are easily accounted for,

which thereby facilitates an accurate prediction of the

resonant lengths, as seen in Tables 4,1 through 4,4*
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Table 4.5

Comparison of CPU time"^ required to calculate a full-band

resonant contour by the various theoretical models.

a=22.86 mm, b = 10.16 mm, = 55,73 ohms, f^ = 10 C2iz

Radius of
the post.
rp( in mm)

CPU time (in seconds)

Using eq*
(3.1.39)

Using eq.
(3.5.30)

Using eq.
(4.1.15)

0.115 0.53 0.59 101.59

0.435 0.53 0.58 31.01

0.635 0.52 0.59 10.02

0.800 0.51 0.59 20.60

‘'All values of the CPU time are given as observed on

the DEC-1090 system. For computing the Bessel functions

involved while using eq. (4.1 *i5), standard NAG sub-

routines were used.
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF SINGLY-LOADED POSTS

IN A RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE

As we have already seen, a singly-loaded metallic post

in a rectangular waveguide can be represented by means of an

impedance 2 across the guide. The value of Z, as given by

eq. (4.1.1), is a function of the load and of the two

post parameters, and 2(l/X^). In a given situation,

will be known and the designer will be interested in

knowing X^ and 2:(l/Xj^) •

The post parameters need to be calculated on a computer

by using eqs. (4,1.2)-(4.1.11) as no method of experimental

determination of those parameters is till date available. The

aim of the present section is to exploit the Rectangular

Waveguide—Tunable Coaxial Line Junction of Fig. 4.3a xor the

experimental evaluation of and E(l/X^). The formulation

presented in Section 4.1 is used.

The typical variation of the insertion loss between

the waveguide ports of the junction under consideration with

the position of the movable short is shown qualitatively in

Fig. 4.7. The loss will be minimum when

S
n=l

(4.2.1)

and will be maximum when
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E
n=l X Z

0 g

(4.2.2)

At a given frequency f, let us say that for

minimum loss and 1^ = 1^^ for maximum loss. Then, in view

of eqs. (4.1.12), (4.2.1) and (4,2.2), one can write

O cotpl^^-cotpl^2
(4.2.3)

and.

cotpir.
(4.2.4)

Thus, to measure X^ and Zil/\) at a given frequency,

one has to measure 1^^ and 1^2* then use eqs. (4.2.3) and

(4.2 .4 )

.

4.2.1 Measurement Errors:

The main source of error in the measurement is the

accuracy with which 1^^ and 1^^
measured. If ^ is

the maximum expected error in the measurement of lengths,

the corresponding maximum expected errors in X^ and E(l/X^)

are given by

cosec^pl^j^+cosoc^pl^2
|

(cotpi^j^-cotpi^2^^

(4.2.5)

and
pCOSGC^Pl

I

U(s 4-)l =-^-

—

n o

(4.2.6)
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The effects of varying fjr^ and on the percentage

errors in and E(l/Xj^) are depicted graphically in Figs.

4.8, 4,9 and 4.10, respectively. The following conclusions

can be drawn from these figures:

i) The error in Z(l/Xj^) is not very sensitive to

changes in frequency, whereas the error in X^ incre-

ases monotonously with frequency,

ii) The errors decrease with increasing diameter of the

post. In comparison with the error in E(l/X^),

the error in X is much more sensitive to changes
0

in the diameter of the post,

iii) The errors can bo minimised through using a coaxial

line of the highest feasible characteristic impe-

dance, It should, however, be kept in mind that

the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line

can not be made arbitrarily high because of pract-

ical reasons such as the propagation of higher-ordei

modes in the coaxial line, the constraints on the

physical size of the line, etc,

iv) The error in X^ is always much higher than that

in E(l/X^)

,

4.2.2 Results and Discussion;

The method proposed above was applied, at X-band, to

posts having = 0.435 rm, 0.635 tm, and 0.800 mm. Keeping
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in visw "th© conclusions dxawn from Fig. 4.10^ a coaxisl lins

with internal diameter equal to 3.95 mm and external diametei

equal to 10.00 mm (i.e, = 55.73 ohms) was used. An

accurate measurement of the resonant lengths was made possiblt

by using the configuration shown in Fig. 4.11. In this

configuration, the movement of the short-circuiting plunger

is finely controlled by means of two rotatable rings

between which the plunger is held in position with the help

of two metallic pins. By employing a standard precision

vernier, the maximum uncertainty in the measurement of lengths

was limited to + 0.05 mm.

The experimentally measured values of
1^,^^

and are

given in Table 4.6, The theoretical and experimental values

of and 2(l/^^) are compared in Figs, 4,12 and 4.13,

respectively. The agreement between theory and experiment

is clearly very good,

4,3 EXPERB'lENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF DOUBLY-LOADED POSTS IN

A RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE: A DISCUSSION

The configuration of the doubly—loaded post is shown

in Fig. 4.14. The 'equivalent circuit of this configuration,

as worked out by Lewin [l3], is given in Fig. 4.15, The

parameters X and Z_ in the equivalent circuit are given by
0 9

eqs. (4.1,2) and (4*1.6), respectively. The other parameters

are
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and

N = cosec (4.3.1)

(4.3.2)

(4.3.3)

The aim of the present section is to discuss theore~

tically the extension of the measurement technique of

Section 4.2 to the doubly-loaded posts. As is evident from

the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.15, the complete

characterization of a doubly-loaded post will need the measu-

rement of X and X* . The following subsections discuss,

in brief, the various techniques that can be used to measure

these parameters.

4.3.1 Use of Post Loaded at both Ends with Tunable Coaxial

Lines:

Fox a centered post, D=a/2, and the equivalent circuib

shown in Fig. 4.15 simplifies as illustrated in Fig. 4.16.

We can write

1 1_ + -i ^^ -
Z2

jX« JX

^eq

(4.3.4)

(4.3.5)

and
(4.3.6)
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t'

Fig- 4-14 Arrangement of a doubly-Loaded metallic
post in a rectangular waveguide
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If we let the,i>0tti- ends of the post be ' terminated

tunsblG cosxxbI linos^ W6 c^n writG

^1
~

^'^o (4.3.7)

and = jXj^2 = J^o (4.3.8)

where ^^•1 ^
t2 positions of the movable short

in the first and second line, respectively, and where both

the lines have been assumed to be of characteristic impe-

dance Z .
o

Substituting eqs. (4.3.7)-.(4.3.8) in eqs. (4.3.4) -

(4,3.6), we get,

“ XX‘+XXj^j_-X'}^ (4.3.9)

jXX'Xj^Z

XX‘+XXj^2“^’\2 (4.3.10)

Z'+Z^ = jXX-
A,(x-x-

)

X^lXk2(X-X' )^+XX' (X-X-

(4.3.11)

and,

'eq
•x.x

XX-(Xk,^Xk2)^2XkiXk2(X-X')

" XX' 2cXki+\2>+(^-5''
'

(4.3.12)
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Let us say that initially we put X
, = o, which

essentially means converting the present system into the

one employed in Section 4,2 for the measurement of and X,

If the movable short in the other line assumes the position

maximum transmission and the position ^
3^2.2

for minimum transmission, one can write

X = tangl^^j_

and

=
0 cot?^j^j^-cotpij,j^2

(4.3.13)

(4.3.14)

which are same as eqs. (4.2.4) and (4.2.3) of Section 4,2.

To determine the remaining unknown parameter X’ , one

can now introduce a finite value of Xj
^2

measure

either maximum or minimum transmission between the waveguide

ports. Lot us assume that a value

X|^2 = Zo (4.3.15)

is introduced and that this necessitates 1^^ = l^^j_ for

maximum transmission and
1^^^

= 1^22 minimum transmission.

Then, since for maximum transmission Z should have a

vanishing denominator, one can write

2 2

Zotanpi;,ll+Z^tanpi'2 + z/tanpii^^tanpii^^

\i

(4.3.16)
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using eq, (4.3.13) in eq. (4.3.16), one gets,

XI x2 1

cotpij^^)

(4.3.17)

which can be used to calculate X* , as all other parameters

are known.

Similarly, for minimum transmission, we have

X^Z^(Xh-X')-2XX» XX„Z„
X,1.X,,.(X-X.

) ^ (4.3.18)

which leads to

X Z„(X+X» )-2XX' ^
Zotanpi*i2-HZotanpii2+(X-XO Z^ tanpi^.^

xx^z^
tanpij,2 = )rrfr (4.3.19)

Substituting for X and X^ from eqs. (4,3.13) and

(4.3.14) in eq. (4.3.19), an expression for X' as a function

^0' 2g> 1x11- lrl2- 1^11- ^iia
be

derived. This expression will be useful in determining X*

from the value of l^j^ which, for a fixed 1
^2 *

the

transmission between the waveguide ports.
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(q) Intermediate stage of (b) Final stage of simplification
simplification

^

Fig. 4-16 Simplified equivalent circuit for a centered
post

z>0 z =0 z <0
I
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4,3*2 Use of Post Loaded at one end with the Tunable
Coaxial Line and at the other end with a known
Reactance:

The post loaded at one end with a tunable coaxial

line and at the other end with a fixed known reactance

(say, a small air-gap) provides an alternative useful

mechanism for the measurement of X’ , provided and X

have already been measured by the method of Section 4,2*

Let us say that

h ^anpl^ (4*3.20)

and Z
2 = (4,3,21)

where X is a fixed known reactance. In practice, X can
a °

be easily simulated by a ’small air-gap between the tip of

the post and the waveguide wall. For a given length 5 of

the gap, the value of X^ can be calculated by using eq,

(3.2.3).

With the values of and as given by eqs. (4.3.20)

and (4.3,21), it can easily be shown that

XX« (X^^-X^)->2X^X,^(X-X« )
(4.3.22)

Initially we set X^ = 0 and measure the values of 1^

for maximum and minimum transmission between the waveguide

ports. Say 1 = iot maximum transmission^ and ip—i3.2
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for minimum transmission* Thei), as usual, we can write

X =s Z^tanpi^^ (4,3.23)

and

Z /z
QXq _ cotpl^j^-cotpl^^ (4,3.24)

from which X and X^ can be computed. Then we can introduce

a finite value of X and measure the value of 1_ which gives
d X

maximum transmission. Let this value be 1» . Then, from
rl '

eq, (4,3.22), one gets

Zotanpii,^ (4.3,25)

which, after using eq, (4.3,24), yields

z z
(cotpi^3^-.cotplj3^)-l+cot2pl^3_

8

(4.3.26)

Eq. (•4,3.26) can be used to calculate X', as all other

parameters in this equation are known. Alternatively, one

can measure the value (say 1
^2 ^ minimum trans-

mission. The formula to be used for computing X' from a

knowledge of Z^, Z^, 1^1^ ^r2 ^r2
easily be derived,

as in subsection 4,3,1,
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4.4 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE ADMITTANCE SEEN BY
THE COAXIAL LINE IN A BROAD-WaLL COAXIAL-WAVEGUIDE
JUNCTION: A DISCUSSION

The Rectangular Waveguide - Tunable Coaxial Line
Junction, which has been exploited in the preceding sections
for the experimental characterization of waveguide mounts,
can also be used for experimentally determining the equiv-

alent-circuit parameters of the input admittance seen by the

coaxial line in a broad-wall coaxial-waveguide junction.

The typical coaxial-waveguide junction is shovm in Fig, 4,17,

Various dimensions and the coordinate axes are chosen as

marked. Several attempts to analyse this junction have been

made (see, o.g., [23-[6], [93-[lO], [l3], [59], [229]-[23l] ).

Of all, the analysis reported by Williamson [231] is the

most recent and the most rigorous one. Unlike all other

analyses, Williamson's analysis also takes into account the

effects of the dimensions of the coaxial aperture, and is

thus capable of accurately predicting the complex value of

the admittance seen by the coaxial line in such a junction.

Vv'iliiamson has written the input admittance of the

junction in terras of the integrals of the coaxial aperture

fields at the junction plane and has adopted a magnetic

current frill representation for the coaxial source. The

effects of the waveguide walls have been considered by him

through image theory.
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The admittance seen by the coaxial line at the

junction plane, as derived by Williamson [231], is given by

Y
(R"'Zg/2)-»-jXR-

~ + JB

where Zg is given by eg, (4,1,6) and

—1n T ( ... ) s in
7t D, '^o'^ 2 a

R = ^ -

PDi pDo pD„ pD,

(4.4.1)

(4,4, 2 )

X = Z lL(jL-a_r:lL_Icosec^ ^[2 E sin^ 22^2

9 4% m=2

{(m^-p^a^/it^)“^^^ - l/mj - 2 nD
2s in^ + ln(^ sin

a n a

2 /(0.5pt)J‘

B =

(4.4.3)

(4.4.4)

B.
2%

ri In
D.

D

cotpb (4.4.5)

1

B,
211

5- [2 °n ^ I

J (0.5r,D„)

2 2
nPb in^ ^
I
J^(0.5pDj^)Y^(0.5pD2)-JQ(0.5pD2)Y^(0.5pD^)} ]

('4«4*»6 )
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and

i waiov. ..

In eq. (4,4,6), D^s are defined by

2Dn =

X ^̂
n

[•

J^CO.Sq^pD^)

q„ J^(0,5q^pDj^)

J

+ j

(0.5g^gD^)Y^(0.5q^pDj^)-J^(0.5q^pDj^)Y^[0.5q^pD^)

- (0.5q^pDj^)S*(0,5qj^pDj^,q^Pa, D/a)

for

Jq

ffiL < 1
pb {4.4.8a)

[Ko(0.5qnPDi)loC0.5qnPDj^)-K_^(0.5qnPDi)I„(0.5q^pD2)]

1 r
^o‘°'5q„PD2)

^ c r^ro.-^\jT!p

^I^(0.5q^PD2)Kj0.5q^pD^)-I^(0.5q^PD^)(K^(0.5q^PD2)^
' 1^(0. 5q^pDj^JS(0.6q^pD^,qjjPa, {3/a) J

for > 1

*n

‘n

fU pV
„2 2

VC - 1)

(4.4.8b)

(4.4.9a)

(4.4.9b)
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S*(0.5pDj^,pa,D/a) = J (0.5pD,)[ E (l-cos ^ISSS)

itel s

ln(S^ sin ^ )H B.

-jY^Co.SpD^)] (4.4.10a)

and

S(0.5qD^,qa,D/a)=K^(0.5qD^)+I^(0.5qD^)[ln{2^ sin ~ )

+ I
m=l

(1.COS 2^) l(m2+qV/ii2)-l/2 j

(4.4.10b)

The input admittance Y can be represented, in view of

eq. (4,4.1), by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.18.

The equivalent circuit, as seen from the waveguide terminals,

is given in Fig. 4.19, The reactance parameters and

arc given by

X,
B

2
^"^^l .p2 2 2x1/2 , . 2 itD-— a -It ) sin ~

4a
(4.4.11)

and X, = X + X„/2 (4.4.12)

In eqs. (4.4.8) and (4.4.10), Jq(x) and Y^(x) represent

the Bessel functions of first and second kind, respectively,

of order zero and having an argument x, whereas I^(x) and



Fig. 4*18 Equivalence for the admittance seen at

the coaxial port of the junction shown
in Fig. 4-17

r.-.urv!!,-'nt circuit of the junction shown ir

f- icu4-17", looking from waveguide tet mmals
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K,^(x) represent the modified Bessel functions of first and

second kind, respectively, of order zero and having an

argument x.

The measurement of real and imaginary components of Y

is generally done by using subminiature coaxial cables, as

reported by several authors (see, e.g,, [105], [122]-[123],

[271])* In the follov/ing subsection, an alternative scheme

which facilitates the measurement of X and B (see eq. (4.4.1))

is suggested and analysed.

4.4.1 Use of Tunable Coaxial Line to Determine X and B:

In Fig. 4.17, if the coaxial line is allowed to be

terminated into a movable short, the equivalent circuit, as

seen from the waveguide ports, of the resulting structure

will bo as shown in Fig. 4,20. It can be shown that

(4.4.13)

Tho parameters X, and B can be measured, as before,

by noting the positions of the movable short for minimum

and maximum loss between tho waveguide ports. If li=lj,i for

minimum loss and lr=^r2
= »

^

see that

( co tp

(4.4.14)



Fig. 4-20 Equivalent circuit of the Rectangular
Waveguide - Tunable Coaxial line

Junction by using Williamson's
analysis
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and B

o (4.4.15)

where le the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line
and R will have to be calculated using eq. (4.4.2). The
parameter X can be calculated from by using eqs. (4.4.11)
and (4,4.12).

4.5 CO^JCLUSIONS;

i) The broad-wall junction of a rectangular waveguide

and a tun-ble coaxial line, which was considered in

Chapter 3 for its filtering applications, has been

reconsidered. The emphasis now is on its appli-

cation as a method of experimental evaluation of

waveguide mounting structures. This is an aspect

which has hitherto not been investigated.

ii) Lev>/in’s formulation for a singly-loaded metallic post

in a rectangular waveguide has been extended to the

configuration under consideration. The analysis

reveals that the positions of the movable short for

minimum and maximum transmission between the wave-

guide ports can be related to the parameters of the

post through simple mathematical equations. Conse-

quently, a novel new method of experimental evalua-

tion of singly-loaded waveguide posts emerges.
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iii) The above mentioned method enjoys uniqup^ advantages

like easy-to- implement configuration, simple-

working equations, no need of electrical measu-

rements, etc. The error analysis shows that the

errors duo to uncertainty in the measurement of

lengths can be minimised through using a coaxial

lino of highest feasible characteristic impedance.

iv) The proposed method is applied to throe different

values of the post diameter. The agreement betvj'een

theory and experiment is good.

v) The extension of the method to characterize doubly-

loaded posts is proposed and formulated,

vi) It is shown that the proposed configuration can also

bo used for experimentally determining the admitt-

ance seen at the coaxial port in a broad wall

coaxial-waveguide junction. It needs to be mentioned

that the measurement of Y is generally difficult

because the terminals of interest are not accessible,

and special techniques such as use of subrainiature

coaxial cable are to be employed. The present

method can serve as an alternate simpler method

of measuring Y.



CHAPTER 5

INPUT IMPEDANCE SEEN BY THE COAXIAL LINE IN A BROAD-V^ALL

COAXIAL-MICRDSTRIP LAUNCHER

The use of coaxial probes to feed microstrips and

striplines is quite well-established. The most commonly

employed techniques consist in launching the electromagnetic

energy frora the edge of the line (see subsections 2.6.2

and 2,6.3 of Chapter 2), However, there are situations in

which it is convenient to launch into the line frora the

broad-wall rather than from the edge. Such a configuration,

called a broad-wall launcher, is shown, in its microstrip

version, in Fig, 5.1. In this configuration, the coaxial

line is mounted on the ground plane of the microstrip. The

inner conductor of the coaxial line penetrates the substrate

through a cylindrical hole to feed the strip.

The broad-wall launcher is particularly useful when

small ground plane spacings are involved. The use of this

launcher is generally not recommended at frequencies above

S-band, This is so because at C-and X-bands the input VSWR

becomes intolerably large (greater than 1*5) and/or tedious

adjustments are required.

Although some discussion on the broad-wall coaxial-

microstrip/s tripline launchers is available in literature[l603,-
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directly usable results regarding the analysis/synthesis

of such launcheis seem to be lacking# The intent of this

chapter is to report an investigation on the input iinpe—

dance (say Z^) seen by the coaxial line in such a laucn-

cher. Only the reactive part (say X^) of has been studied*

The basic configuration used in the study is similar to the

one considered in Chapter 3, the essential difference being

in the replacement of the waveguide by the microstrip line*

The basic line of attack as regards the analysis of the

proposed configuration is also same as that followed in

Chapter 3, The planar waveguide dispersion model [189]

of the microstrip is used to convert the proposed configu-

ration into an equivalent planar waveguide configuration

which is tenable to an easy analysis. The condition of

resonance which the analysis yields is experimentally verified,

for two different sets of parameter values. This resonance

condition establishes, after proper interpretation, that

the input reactance of the feed-wire can be written by

treating the wire as a thin cylindrical antenna situated in

an unbounded homogeneous dielectric-filled spacen-

The following section introduces the proposed confi-

guration and outlines its analysis,

b,l ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED CONFIGURATION

The proposed configuration is shown in Fig. 5,2. It

consists of a tunable coaxial line which is mounted on the
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ground plane of the microstrip. The inner conductor of the

coaxial line drives the feed-wire as shown. The electro-

magnetic analyois of the configuration can be conveniently

handled by writing its planar waveguide equivalence, as

shov;n in Fig, 5,3, In this equivalence, the microstrip is

represented by a parallel plate waveguide of width and

of height h. The top and bottom plates of the waveguide

are electrically conducting, and there are magnetic walls

at the sides. The guide is assumed to be filled with a

medium of dielectric constant The frequency-dependent

values of and are given [166], [189] by

w (o)-w
= w' + ~ (5,l,l)

and,

1

(5,1,2)

where f is the frequency of operation and

The parameters w^(o) and e^^(o) are the effective

width and effective dielectric constant, respectively, as

calculated from quasi—static analyses. Using kheeler's

latest results [l63], one can write
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z^q{o) = 1 - q +

where the filling fraction is

(5.1.4)

^ 2 ^ ^ ^(i+ioh/w) ^ (5.1.5)

Also,

Wg(o)

where Z ,
OlTl'

given by

IZOith

the quasi—static impedance of the line, is

= 42.4
dm fTe^JlT

in (l+F^F^)

v</here.

F
1

14-h8/ S
11

(5.1.7)

(5,1.8a)

(5.1.8b)

F
3 = (1+1/ e^) (5.1.8c)

and

^4 = V2
(5.1.8d)

The frequency-dependent impedance of the microstrip

line is given by
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7 / -f ^ — IzOnh .

^ (5*1.9)

Now, keeping in view the field expressions derived

in Appendix I and assuming a unity amplitude of the incident

electric field, the total electric field in regions 1 and 2

can be written as

E = e
yi

jkz
CO CO “jk , Z

+ Z E R cos SM e
m=o n=o (5,1.10a)

and

E
y2

oo ooSET cos cos .

^ ^ m.n h
ro=o n=o * e

jk

fflitx „„„ mtv
g ^m,n (5.1.10b)

where R.' s are the various reflection coefficients, and T's

the various transmission coefficients. The z-direction

propagation constant is given by

k = ir[k2-(m7i/wp^ - (nTt/h)^] (5.1.11)
^m,n

and

k = Cq (5.1.12)

One can similarly construct the expressions for the magnetic

field as

H
xl

1 [ke
jkz

OO CO

- S 2 k
m=:o n=o ^ni,n

cos « ooe ^
e

•jk.

“ra.n
( D • 1 .l3a

)
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and

Hx2
1

Z
inp;0

£
n=o m,n m,n cos SM cos

%
rmv
h

jkj. z

e {5.1.13b)

Simulating the E—plane probe by a y—directed fila—

mental current I(y) and applying boundary conditions similar

to those given by oqs. (3,1,5) and (3.1.7), one gets

1 + R . = T for m=o,
o •• o oo

= T for m > 0m,n m,n

and

= /«v)dy

where,

2kw h
isl

^
o

^re_ „ Sotc

(5,1.14)

(5.1,15)

(5.1.16)

Now, in order to determine I(y), we assume, as in

Chapter 3, that the scalar potential and current along the

length of the wire are representable by means of transmission-

line equa tions, and apply suitable boundary conditions

at Y=o,h to calculate the arbitrary constants involved.
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Eq, (5«l.lo) can then be used to calculate the fundamental

(T&\'l) mode reflection coefficient. It turns out that

'Where,

and,

T =
"^7 +

T)l + jri2 (5.1.17)

coskh-Xj^sinkh) (5.1.18a)

= sinkh+Xj^coskh) (5.1.18b)

f? = -2Z X, sinkh+kh f,ow k 6
(5.1.18c)

^8 = -4Xj^R^(l-coskh)+2Z^^R^sinkh-kh (S.l.lSd)

^1 tOo

<N
+111 (5.1.19a)

^2
= -^8 + Moffi (5.1.19b)

In eq, (5,1.17), the notation t has been used, in

place of R , for the fundamental-mode reflection coefficient,
o »o

The fundamental-mode transmission coefficient is given by

T = (5.1.20)

In the preceding equations, is the usual loss

parameter (assumed to be lumped at y-h), is the reactance

of the tunable coaxial line (given by eq* (3*1.22) and
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is the characteristic impedance of the feed-wire. The

expression for will be presented in the next section.

5.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The configuration shown in Fig* 5.2 exhibits, like

its waveguide counterpart, a tunable sharp transmission

minimum which can be exploited for developing microstrip

notch filters with large mechanical tunabilities. A more

important use of this junction, however, is the exploita-

tion of its resonance condition for modelling the reactance

presented by the feed-wire to the coaxial line as illustra-

ted belov;.

The variation of the insertion loss with the position

of the movable short is of the type shown in Fig. 5.4. The

loss is found to be minimum when = o, i.e, when

tan pi^ + tan kh = 0 (5.2*1)

by virtue of which the near-resonance conditions can be

modelled by means of the lumped equivalence shown in

Fig. 5,5.

In order to verify the theory proposed above, a

prototype with Z^^^^ = 50 ohms, h = 3.175 mm, = 2.55,

r = 0.41 mm and Z^ = 55 ohms was fabricated. The photo-

P ^

graph of the fabricated unit is shown in Fig. 5.6, The

measurement setup employed is shown in Fig. 5.7.



;n. b*4 Variation of insertion loss with
the position of the movable short

-I--
“2

Rq

I
' Xr = j

Zq ton /? I r
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z = 0

Njiir-resonance equivalent circuit
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Fig. 5.6: Photograph showing one fabricated unit

Photograph showing the roeasurem^uo setup

for coaxial components.
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Tho theoretical and experimental loss characteristics

are compared, for = 2,3 and 4 GHz, in Fig. 5.3. The

discrepancies between theory and experiment can be attributed,

as in Chapter 3, to the various simplifying assumptions

made in the analysis, the assumption of a constant R through—
3

out the band being probably the most crucial of all.

The theoretical and experimental values of the resonant

length are compared, for nine different frequencies, in

Table 5.1. For theoretical calculations, the following

expression for was used as this expression gave the best

agreement between theoretical and experimental values of

resonant length.

^OW = Cl" -1;
- ^ 3 (5.2.2)

Another unit with = 40 ohms, h = 3,175 ran,

= 2.55, r^ = 0.755 mm and = 55 ohms was fabricated.

Tho 40-ohms line was terminated, on both sides, into

standard 50-ohm lines through using tapered-iine matching

sections. The values of resonant length that were obtained

are shown, alongwith the theoretical values, in Table 5.2.

The agreement between theoretical and experimental

values of 1 , as manifest in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, is

reasonably good, especially when one keeps in mind i) the

empiricalness of the planar waveguide model employed for
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Tabl© 5#1 j Comparison betvveon theoretical and experimental

values of resonant length (r =0.41 mm,

^om ^

w = 8.803 mm, h = 3.175 mm, = 2.55,

2 = 10.00 mm, = 4.00 ram

Maximum uncertainty in the measurement of length = + 0.10 ram

Frequency

in C3iz

Resonant length (in mm) percentage
errorTheoretical Experimental

2.00 67.87123 68.58 1.0442864

2.25 59.56971 60.40 1,3938124

2.50 52.93779 54.10 2,1954260

2,75 47.52069 46.74 1.6428423

3.00 43.01515 42.70 0,7326488

3.25 39.21114 38.90 0.7934989

3.50 35.95856 34,98 2.7213548

3.75 33.14730 31.78 4.1249212

4.00 30.69471 30.13 1.8742449
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Tabls 5»2i Comparison between theoretical and experimental

values of resonant length (r =0.756 mm, Z -40 ohms)
p ' om

w =,12.172 mm, h=3.175 mm, = 2.55,

Dp = 10.00 mm, = 4,00 mm

Maximum uncertainty in the measurement of length = +0.10 mm

Frequency

in Giiz

Resonant length (in mm) percentage

errorTheoretical Experimental

2.00 71.95282 69.82 2.9641924

2,25 63.61315 62.89 1.1367933

2.50 56.93932 55.84 1.9306869

2.75 51.47676 48.40 5.9769885

3.00 46.92242 43.81 6.6331191

3.25 43.06649 39.74 7.7240797

3.50 39.75907 37,72 5.1285656

3.75 36.89027 34,04 7.7263463

4.00 34.37761 30.60 10.988577
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the analysis and ii) the various other approximations made

in the analysis. The resonance condition contained in

eq. (5.2.1) can thus be taken to be valid within an error

range of generally a few percent and at the worst around

ten percent. The error involved is less for thinner

wires, which can be expected.

One can now have a close look at eqs, (5.2.1) - (5.2.2)

and Fig. 5.5. The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.5 is

constituted by two reactances, X. and X,,. X, is the reactance

of the tunable coaxial line, and X^ is the reactance offered

by the feod-vdre to the coaxial line. One can write

(5.2.3)

Now, eq. (5.2.2) is the well-known expression for

the characteristic impedance of a thin cylindrical antenna

(see, e.g,, [280]-[282]) of length h and radius r^ and

radiating in an unbounded space filled with a homogeneous

medium of dielectric constant e^^(f). On the other hand,

eq. (5.2.3) is the equation for the input reactance of a

short-circuited antenna of length h and having characteristic

impedance equal to Thus the overall picture that

emerges is that the feed-wire can be treated as a short-

circuited thin cylindrical antenna situated in an infinite

homogeneous dielectric-filled space, and can be written

as its input reactance.
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5.3 CONCLUSIONS

i) Tho input reactance of the feed-wire in a broad-
wall coaxial-mlcrostrip launcher has been studied through

making tho wire part of a resonant structure involving a

tunable coaxial line and studying the resonance condition

of the rcGuiting structure.

ii) It turns out that» for the purposes of writing

its input reactance, the feed-wire can be treated as a short-

circuited thin cylindrical antenna situated in an unbounded

homogeneous dielectric-filled space* This result seems to

be a natural outcome of representing the scalar potential

and current on tho wire by means of transmission-lino equa-

tions. The experimental validity, at least to a first

degree of approximation, of this result is dermnstrated for

two different sets of parameter values.

iii) The present study will help in filling, at least

partially, tho vacum that currently exists regarding the

results on the input impedance seen by the coaxial line in a

broad-wall coaxial-microstrip launcher.

iv) Tho results of the study can easily be extended

to the corresponding coaxiai-s tripline launcher.



CHAPTER 6

CHARACTERIZ/iTION OF A MICROSTRIP LINE TRANSVERSELY

LOADED V(/ITH THIN CONDUCTING POST

As wG havG sGGn in Chapter 2, the transversely placed

(both in E and H pianos) discontinuities play a very

important role in systems involving coaxial lines and wave-

guides. A tremendous amount of research has thus been, and

is being, done on the characterization (both theoretical

and experimental) of such discontinuity structures. Barring

a few exceptions like the transverse slit considered by

Hoofer [283], the characterization of microstrip/stripline

discontinuities has, however, been largely limited to

the discontinuities along the strip, i.o. steps, open-ends,

gaps, etc. The transverse discontiniities in MIC s have

not received much attention. The reason behind this trend

is presumably the fact that an actual realisation of

transverse discontinuities is a little more cumbersome in

case of MIC* s than in case of coaxial lines or v^aveguides.

For instance, drilling of transverse hole(s) in the substrate

is a pre-requisite for creating transverse discontinuities

in MIC's, whereas there is no such requirement for coaxial

lines and waveguides.

The intent of this chapter is to analyse the case of

a microstrip lino which is loaded in the transverse plane
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with a metallic circular post* Only a thin post is consi-

dered. Tho planar waveguide dispersion model [189] of

the microstrip is used for the analysis as, like in Chapter

5, this model suits the geometry of the problem involved*

The analysis reveals that the post can be represented by

means of an inductive reactance across the line. The

mathematical expression for this reactance is derived. The

experimental verification of the theory is done, for two

different sets of parameter values, by forming a resonant

structure involving the unknown post and a known disconti-

nuity (gap or open-end, which can be characterized using

available results) and noting the frequency of resonance.

The theory and experiment tally within the

attributable error range.

The following section presents the analysis of the

proposed configuration using the planar waveguide model.

6.1 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CONFIGURATION

The micro strip line loaded with a thin metallic

E—plane post is shown in Fig. 6.1. The planar waveguide

equivalence of the configuration is shown in Fig. 6.2.

Various dimensions, parameters, and the coordinate axes are

chosen as shown. The analysis of the ’equivalent* confi-

guration shown in Fig. 6.2 can easily proceed along Xines
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F ig.6-1

Ground plane

A microstrip Line loaded with thin

metallic post

:g.(inar waveguide <2quivalence of

ccnhQurGtion shown m Fig, 6 1

the



similar to those followed by Lewin [13] in analysing a

similar problem in ‘ordinary’ waveguide form.

Assuming that the radius r of the post is negliggible
H

as compared with the free-space wavelength the post

can be replaced by a y-directed filamental current I(y)

situated at x = D, z = 0. For all practical cases, the

height h of the substrate is much lesser than X . One can

thus safely neglect all y-variations and, consequently, can

replace I(y) by a mere constant, say I.

Nov/, on either side of the plane 2 = 0, the fields

can be expanded in terms of the planar waveguide modes

with the electric field continuous at 2 = 0, and the

magnetic field also continuous except at x = D where its

discontinuity gives the current I. One can write

"yl

and

E.'y2
"

Similarly

OO mux
z

^ / m
£
m=o

w
0

OO
mrex

T zJ
E

m=o
A cos
m ' Wg

e

oo
-p z

n
mrcx _ m

r, _ V 7^ A cos -rr- e

^^xl A ^ ^ ® '"em=o

(6.1.1a)

(6.1.1b)

(6.1.2a)

+For details on modes in a planar waveguide, see the

Appendix I.
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and

K
x2 (Oji / m mm-o

7^ z

SM e
^

w
e

(6.1.2b)

In eqs. (6.1.1) and (6.1.2) the propagation constant

in z-direction is given by

r; = 3k

and k = ojY'(P' £ )

(6.1.3)

(6.1.4)

(6.1.5)

The discontinuity in from z > 0 to z < 0 must
X

equal I 6 (x-D) 6 (z). This yields

rmtD

A
0)^ e

Am = -J
m

I CO s
2w^77 ^

w.
S' T

(6.1.6)
e' m e

Eq. (6.1.1) can then be re-written as

ictul

2w

A
CO 6

e m=o ^ mr.

n “ 7^
I
zj

rn ronD rotx p m' '

cos cos —— e
w. w.

(6.1.7)

An incident electric field of unity amplitude in the

dominant (TEM) mode can be represented by

( 6 . 1 . 8 )
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At the surface of the post, we can take, for example,

X = z == 0. To get zero total tangential electricl

field, the strength of the equivalent current filament must

therefore satisfy the equation

nml y
2w nfc=o

©

r
L pr

^ m
COS miiD

a
cos g-i.P^-rn) 1 ^ ,

a j

(6.1.9)

Any other points around the post could also be chosen

to achieve cancellation, and all would have yielded an

equation similar to eq. (6.1.9), differing by small terms

dependent on r^ due to the slight variation of the incident

and reflected fields around the post.

According to eq, (6’,1.7), the dominant mode produced

by tho current filament is just the first term of the series,

and in region 1 (i.e, when z is positive), this is the

reflected component of the wave. Hence, the fundamental

(TEM) mode reflection coefficient is related to the strength

of the current filament by"^

The corresponding transmission coefficient is

( 6 . 1 . 10 )

T = 1 + T ( 6 . 1 . 11 )

‘’Compare eq. (6.1.10) with eq. (5.1.15) of Chapter 5.
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so thot the post can be represented by an impedance across

the line.

Eliminating I between eqs. (6.1.9) and (6,1.10), and

solving, one finally arrives at

" I+5jT' (6.1.12)
0

where the normalised post-reactance is given by

X K
p s [

m=l

mitr

(cos “77-2 + cos
2Tn‘n;D

m w_ w )] (6.1.13)

and the approximation

2 cos
mmP

cos
mTc(EH-rp)

w.

iRTcr

COS 4- cos
2mitD

w.

(6.1.14)

has been made use of.

Thus the post can be represented by a shunt equivalent

circuit as shown in Fig. 6.3. The expression for X^, as given

by eq, (6.1.13), can be further simplified as follows.

In each term of the series

S = Z
n^"l

1

Tm
( cos

mitr^

w.
4F* CO S

2iit7iD (6.1.15)



Fig. 6*3 Lumped - circuit equivalence
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if vjQ add and subtract the term

w niTcr

( C0 S 4-

raix
^ cos -^S2l2

)

We
^

the scries bocomej

Vvf mirr ^ ^

ts (“= --r )

rn=x G 8

«e ,

2m7i:D
+ cos 2ffiE2 )+ ^ (cos + cos 2S!ie

)] (6.1.16)
e / m e e

Using the v/oll-known relation

1,1V,/

2 PP-l-i??. = - in 2sin (6.1.17)

the dorninan'c part of S sums to

in (4 sin 2^-2 sin ^ )

e e

Hence, cq. (6.1.13) yields

V'^re r w. 2P U E (cos= -“-jp- [- ln(4 sin sxn ^ )+
^^(cos

SEEE) J (m^-k^w„^/ii^)"^^^ - iMl
tAr ' I '• 0+ cos —rn0 V

(6.1.18)
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Vi/hich, as compared v.;ith eq, (6.1.13), will not diverge with

increasing m, and can thus easily be summed up on a computer.

Putting Tp = 0, eq. (6.1.18) simplifies to

X.

w fe
e* re

[in
w

2itr
- In

P

sin
"e

+ 2 S
m=l

cos
2 mitP

4 (m^-k^w - 1/m' ]
(6.1.19)

For all practical purposes, eq, (6,1.19) can be used

instead of eq. (6.1.18), without introducing a noticeable

error.

For a centered post, D = vj^/2 and eq, (6,1.19)

simplifiec to

leiire
^

^
'0 X ^^^p m:=2,4,6,.. L 4

w °°

+ 2 S

(6.1. 2D)

6.2 THEOl-lcTICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The vnriations of normalised and non-normalised values

of the post reactance and of the corresponding inductance with

respect to r^/w, w/h and Ej, are shown in Figs. 6A, 6.5 an

6.6, respectively. The following observations can be made:
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Fig,

6-6

Variation
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i) The values of X^,
^o^om ^ decrease with increase

in ^Tp/w ratio. This behavior is similar to the

dependence of post reactance on r /a in the case of

metallic reactangular waveguide (for results on post

loaded rectangular waveguide, see, e.g, reference

ii) The values of X , X Z „ and L increase monotonously

with increasing w/h ratio. The variation of X^ is

approximately linear, whereas the variations of L and

X Z arc considerably nonlinear,
o om

iii) The value of X^ increases monotonously with increasing

The values of X^Z^^ and L, however, remain more

or loss constant, which can be expected because, as

far as magnetic effects are concerned, the value of

is imriiaterial. \7hatever small variations are

oxihibitod Ijy and L can be attributed to the

ompiricalnese of the planar waveguide model employed

in the analysis.

6.3 EXPSliLwHITAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A direct measurement of the post Inductance L through

measuring transmission/reflection coefficient o

^ ^

erroneous due to the uncertain behavior of t** coexial^ioros r

transitions. It was thus decided to measure L by malting
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the unknown post resonate with the capacitance of a gap

which was deliberately introduced in the strip (see Fig« 6»7a)»

As is knovi/n, the gap can be represented by a Pi—equivalent

circuit consisting of a series capacitance and two parallel

capacitances ( see subsection 2.4.2b of Chapter 2). Thus

the conf i(jurn tion shown in Fig, 6,7a can be represented by

moans of the equivalent capacitance circuit shown in Fig.

6.7b. The equivalent capacitance is

(

cq

C C
(6.3.1)

where C and C are given by closed-form expressions given
p y

in /Appendix II, T!ie structure under consideration will thus

shov; maximum transmission at a frequency f^ given by

f = — (6.3.2)
° 2urL

from vdiich L can be calculated as C is calculable through

eq. (6.3.1) and eqs. ( A.2.10)-(A.2.17) and f^ can be measured

directly. In the case tested, the following parameter values

wore used:

w = 6,350 rnm

h = 3.175 mm

s = 3.175 mm

e r
= 2.55
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Tp = 0.406 mm

~ 9.00 mm

and 3?^ 10.00 mra

The; iiinxinium cransmission was ssen to occur at

Iq d.on t'iilz which loads to L = 1.0297 nH. The theoretical

value of L at 4,98 GHz is approximately 0.9819 nH, Thus the

enoi involvoct is approximately 4.87 percent which can easily

bo atlr itiutCM! to the following factors;

i) The error due to empirical relations (eqs. (A.2.10)-

(A.2.17)) that were used for calculating the gap

cupacltanccc, Cp and 0^,

ii ) The planar waveguide model which has been used in

the analysis is also a semi-empirical model, and some

amount of error can easily be attributed to this

factor.

Another configuration was fabricated in which the post

was inaclo to resonate with the capacitance produced by an

open-end in the microstrip. The configuration is shown,

alonfjV)/ith its equivalent-circuit, in Fig. 6,8. The following

values of the parameters were chosen:

= 8,803 mm

Wp = 17.947 mra



h 3.175 mm

2.55
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£
r

r
P

J
1

3

0.512 rnm

10.00 mm

30 .00 mm

10.00 mm

Z
oinl

o:nZ

50 ohms

30 ohms

Tlu> rosonance between L and was experimentally seen

!.o occur at 3.72 QIz. Using eq. (A. 2.1) for C , this leads
0 c

to L . 1 .325!) nH, whereas use of eg. (A.2.4) yields 1=1.7789 nH,

Tht‘ lhoorot:ic.-i value of L at 8.72 GHz is 2.1808 nH approxi-

u.atvly. The error involved is thus approximately 39.22

po.ccnil v/hilo using eq, (A,2,1), and approximately 18.43 percent

il u'.f- ot o<j, (a. 2, 4) is made. The following observations

Can bo made;

i) The error with using eq, (a. 2.4) is lesser than

that using eq. (a. 2.1), This can be expected because

Oq, (a. 2.4) accounts for dispersion effects, whereas

Oq. (A.2,l) is just a quasi-static approximation.

ii) Even eq. (A.2,4) accounts for dispersion effects in,

at the best, a semi-empirical way. This factor

should be kept in mind while analysing the rather

largo error involved.
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ii i) T!ig empiricalness involved by the planar waveguide

model should also be kept in mind,

iv) Since the frequency of resonance is much smaller in

case of the configuration shov/n in Fig, 6.7 than in

the configuration of Fig, 6,8, the configuration of

Fig. 6,7 yields much more accurate results.

6.4 CX)i'K;Li!G10MS

i) Tlu‘ transversely placed discontinuities in MIC lines

seem to have received little attention till now. In

chapter, the microstrip loaded with a thin

isotallic post has been considered.

ii) The planar waveguide dispersion model of the microstrip

has been used for analysis,

ill) Thf experimental verification of the theory is done

by ranking the post part of a resonant structure

uasploying open-end/gap discontinuity, and noting the

irorjucncy of resonance. The agreement between theory

and experiment is within the attributable range,

iv) The proposed structure can be used to

parallel inductances in microstrip line,
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Lho methods for doing which seem to be unexplored,

iho characterization of transversely placed post

will also help in the design/analysis of many

microstrip-slot line launchers (see Fig. 2.23)

that use such posts,

v) The work can easily be extended to the corres-

ponding stripline case.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1 'lOllIiHAL

Ihif* thosis has been aimed at analysing new types of

i ty structures involving coaxial line, rectangular

v/avoMuiflo and microstrip line. Numerous practical appli-

caS.ictti'- nl those new structures have emerged.

A rnviow of the significant work done and the scope

ni inrtJuM wrk follovi/,

7, 'A iUiVXE'r; OF THE SIGNIFICANT VJORIC

Ghapter 2 presents the basic principles and an overview

ni mlci'O'.v.ivo transmission lines currently in use and their

d i&continuilies. The various aspects are put in perspective

hy dividin':! the content into six main sections, namely i)

co.ix ial discontinuities, ii) waveguide discontinuities, iii)

„,I!; divcon^.inuities, iv) junctions of similar lines, v)

of dissimilar lines, and vi) methods of experimental

characterization of discontinuities. A special emphasis is

given on configurations (or aspects thereof) that are

relevant to the work reported in this thesis.

Chapter 3 analyses the commonly knovm broadwall

coaxial lino - rectangular waveguide junction from the
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viewpoint of its applicability to microwave filtering, an
aspect which has hitherto not been looked into. It turns

out that by terminating the far end of the coaxial line into

a movable short-circuit, the configuration can be exploited

a ( <i ricw typo of oasic prototype for developing waveguide

notch tilt.crs with large continuous mechanical tunability,

1 ./o tyi’CS of cases are considered, namely i) short-circuited

case who (

f

the rip of the probe terminates on the waveguide

v/ali and li) air-gap case where a small air-gap is allowed to

exist; beU.'con th.e probe tip and waveguide wall. Simple

cl..jst>fi.4,,r:n formulas for the insertion loss of single-stage

p so U) t.ypes are derived, under some suitable simplifying

as sump L Lons; the assumption of a constant loss parameter

lluroutjhout the band and neglect of higher-order waveguide

laodcs Uml nio excited in the vicinity of the E-plane probe

buinq the r.i.iin ones. The theory, when compared with the

('Xporimcntal results, is seen to be valid mainly for extremely

thin ( I'lc'ctrically) probes. An extremely thin probe is also

nocossilated by another practical consideration, namely the

pat-s-band ripples which are experimentally observed to come

(Jovvti to an occoptably low level with extreiaely thin probes.

Tlio theory presented is thus useful for all practical purposes-

Uutailed theoretical results describing the dependence of

filtering parameters (i.e. Q's, peak insertion loss and
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r,kirt .oloctivlties) on physical parameters (waveguide dimen-
sions. prol,o radius and characteristic Impedance of coaxial
linn) aro presented graphically. These results will serve as

a uselul rjuidoline to the designer interested in extracting

the best possible performance out of the single-stage section,

before going to multi-stage designs. Lastly, an attempt is

made to incorporate the effects of higher-order waveguide

riiodos iti Iho analysis, it is seen that the amount of algebra

involved increases tremendously with the inclusion of each

riow ifsodo, thereby putting a practical limit to this kind

of a Pi /roach.

The junction considered in Chapter 3 is reconsidered

in Chapter 4, with a viewpoint of its applicability to

experimental characterization of waveguide mounting structures.

Lowin' s formulation [13] for a singly-loaded waveguide post

in extended to the junction under consideration. The advantage

of thin formulation over the one presented in Chapter 3 is

that all hitjhor-ordex modes are automatically taken care of.

Thin advantage is, however, partly offset by the larger CPU

LiiBO required in computations using this formulation-. The

maxittia and minima of the transmission coefficient betv/een the

waveguide ports are investigated. It is found that the

positions of the movable short for minimum and maximum

be correlated to the parameters of the post
transmission can
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through extremely simple working equations. Consequently, a

now simple method of experimental characterization of

singly-loaded waveguide posts emerges. The method enjoys

unicjuc advantages like ease of implementation, simple working

ocjuations, no need of electrical measurements, etc. The

a'K'tiiod is applied, at X—band, to three different posts and

yields oxcollent results. The extensions of the method to

flu'ihly-loadod posts are worked out. The applicability of

the ir.f'thod in measuring the input impedance seen at the coaxial

port in a broadwall coaxial-waveguide junction is also

c!<',.ions tra ted.

Chapter 5 analyses the microstrip counterpart of the

junction considered in Chapters 3 and 4, The analysis is

don<- using planar v/aveguide dispersion model [189] of the

i.'.icros trip. The resonance condition thus derived is experi-

inen. t,ally verified, for two different sets of parameter

val”.es. This resonance condition, v;hen properly interpreted,

cGtabliohes a very useful equivalence for the input reactance

coon by the coaxial line in a broadwall coaxial-microstrip

launcher namely that the reactance can be written by treating

the feed-wire aS a thin cylindrical antenna situated in an

unbounded homogeneous dielectric-filled space. This result

assumes a very special significance in view of the fact

that till now virtually no results have been published
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on the broadvvall coaxial-micro strip launcher. The study

reported in Chapter 5 makes a useful beginning in this

direction and can be further elaborated.

Chapter 6 analyses the case of a micro strip line

loaded in the transverse plane with a thin metallic post.

Tlie planar waveguide model [189] is again used. As expected,

it turns out that the post offers an inductive reactance

.icron'j the lalcrostrip. The expression for this reactance is

worked ovit. The theory is experimentally verified, for

two d i, rr ui'un t sets of parameter values, by making the post

rosonale with open-end/gap discontinuity (vAiich can be chara-

ctei'izod by available methods) and noting the frequency of

rc'.on.-incc. The theory and experiment tally within the

attributable error range. Theoretical results describing the

depondenco oT reactance on physical parameters (i.e. aspect

ratio of the microstrip, dielectric constant of the substrate

and radius of the post) are presented graphically. It

•.hould be mentioned that the transverse discontinuities in

kIC'c, unlike their counterparts in coaxial lines and wave

guides, have not received much attention till now. The

characterization of a transwrsly placed metalUo post in

.nicrontrip, «hioh is the subject of study In Chapter 6. is

virtually a totally new begining and will find application

in i) simulating parallel inductances in microstr
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and ii) characterization of some microstrip-slot line junctions

whore transversely placed metallic wires are involved. The

results reported can easily be extended to the corresponding

Gtriplino case.

7.3 riCOPH FOR FURTHER VJDRK

Further work can be taken up in the following

diroc tions

;

i) Use of theory presented in Chapter 3 to evolve suitable

syntliiOCiGing procedures whereby a given set of speci-

fications as regards notch filtering can be met (using

KKoro than one stage if necessary).

ii) Exp'-'i-imen lal verification of methods suggested in

Cections4.3 and 4,4.

iii) Extension of the method presented in Chapter 4 to more

complicated mounting structures like centrally-placed

rjaps, dual gaps, multiple gaps, etc., using formulations

ciiven by Eisenhart and Khan [105], El-Sayed [llO],

Jo Shi and Cornick [ll5]-[ll6], [120] and Vfilliamson

[ 122 ].

iv) Extension of the method presented in Chapter 4 to

’two-gap' coaxial-waveguide junctions, using the formu-

lation recently given by Uilliamson [284].
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v) More do tailed experimental verification of the model

developed in Chapter 5 for the reactance seen by the

coaxial lino in a broadwall coaxial-microstrip launcher,

vvith a view to determining the ranges of parameter

value:,) within which the model is acceptably accurate*

vi)f.iore detailed theoretical and experimental characteri-

7., \ lion of transversly-placed discontinuities in MIC

1 ino r,

,



APPENDIX I

MODES IN A PLANAR VJAVEGUIDE

The planar waveguide equivalence of a micxostrip line
consiete of a dielectric-filled rectangular waveguide whose
top and bottom walls are electrically conducting and whose
side walls are magnetically conducting. The configuration

of the planar waveguide is shown in Fig. 2.11, Various

tiiniensions and parameters and the coordinate axes have been

choson as shown.

The planar waveguide structure shown in Fig. 2,11

con support TEM, TE and TM modes. The field analysis of this

waveguide for various modes follows.

TEVt~mode; In this mode

E, = 0
z

and H, 0

(A.1.1)

(A.1.2)

The Maxwell’s equation ’gfx E = gives

H.

and H.

dE

3#
dE

X

y 3^0

The equation Vx IT- ^ yields

1

(A.1.3)

CA. 1.4)

E (A.1.4)
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and
0 re

dH
X (A. 1.6)

Suitable eliminations between eqns, (A.1.3)-(A.1.6)

qivo the follovang equations in and E^:

d^E

^ = 0

and

dz

d^E
2

E^ = 0

dz"

? 2
wl'ierc* k = w Eq ej.Q

It can similarly be shown that

(A.1.7a)

(A.1.7b)

(A. 1.8)

dz

*'**"‘g*>^ + k ^ 0
##^

Ai.
and + yr H„ = 0

(A.1.7C)

(A.1.7d)

That i=, an tho non-zero field components E^, E^. and

oatisfy the homogeneous wave eguation with respect to the

^-coordinate. The z-dependence in all the freld componen

is obviously of the type exp (iikz).

Now, it is very easy to show from eqns. {A

(Aa.6) that

*-5x ^
(A.1.9)
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Hx -

nnd Hy -T Hyy(y)

(A. 1.15c)

(A.l.lSd)

Tht> boundary conditions to be satisfied by the fields are

( a ) u ( y -=0 , h ) ~ 0 0 < x < v/A — 0

< z < + oo (A. 1.16)

and

(b) Hy( X’-:o, w^)=0 0<y<h ^

< z < + «> (A.1.17)
bincf* is anyway independent of y, the boundary

tondil, ion a) demands that

r.^ 0 0 < X <
A mm* mmm ^

0 < y < h

- «> < z < + o® (A. 1.18)

Similarly the boundary condition b) demands that

y
- e

0 < y < h

- po < z ;( + " (A.1.19)

So the only non-vanishing field components are

and H . These field components are related through eq,

X

(A. 1.3). Thus

j-t'o »x
= i

E Ci)u

fl
***" k

X

or
{A. 1.20)
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which tnoano both and in eq. (A. 1.15) must be

consl.into. Thus finally

1: A + B (A.1.21)
y

.‘»nd

’x
" ^ ^ (A. 1.22)

arc* tin* qf’nt^^al solutions for the field components, where

A und H arn the two arbitrary constants involved.

“t f \

Tii—niodc
*'

: Gay h = X (V-g i^, )

d'/->
«i I W

'wh'-ri.'by hy =

an<i

E.

H.

1 !.

«/-o
*TF

1
dxdz

1 7 e

jwp ^'sr

62 V'

+ 2
dy

(A. 1.23)

(A. 1.24)

(A. 1.25)

(A. 1.26)

(A.1.27)

(A. 1.28)

It can easily be shown that

intioUoo the inhomogeneous wave equation

2 \ w =0

the scalar function g

( Y
^

(A. 1.29)
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where

2 ^2 ^2rr .. ... ^ .

V V 2 ^ ?
** —

^

dx^ dy^ az^

and k is defined by eq, (A.1,8).

Assuming a product solution

'4 (x,y, 2 ) = X(x) Y(y) Z(z)
,

(A.l*30)

and substituting in eq, (A. 1,29) as usual, we arrive at the

general expression for

/ n(^#Yi 2 )~(A sin k x+B cos k x)(C sin k y+ D cas k y)
* V y j

jkz -jk^z
(E e ^ + F e ^

) (A.1.31)

where A,B,C,D,E and F are the six arbitrary constant

involved and

{^2 2 ^ j^^2 j^^2 (A«1»32}

The arbitrary constants can be evaluated using the

following boundary conditions:

a) Ej^(ysso»h) =* 0 0 i X < Wg

- 00 < z < <» (A.1.33)

b) Hy(x=o^g)=» 0 0 i y < h

_ 00 < z < +“ (A.1.34)

c) 0 0 < X < Ve

0 < y < h (A. 1.35)
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The condition a) gives C = 0 (A.1.36)

\r - M~ h
(A.1.37)

and the condition b) gives B =s 0 (A. 1.38)

(A. 1.39)
X XI

ê

It can be shown that the condition c) is. in view of

eqs (A,1.36}-(A.1.39), is automatically satisfied. Thus,"

^0 ^ n
m,n *

sin SIM cos e

±3k.
m,n (A.1.40)

where m = 1,2,3,..»

n ~ 0 , 1 » 2 ,*»«

and

“min

^2 _ )2 . (M )2 CA.1.41)

The e

E
X

xpressions for the field components follows.

""^>1 5 i„ Se sin 2® e

mttA,

E.
.JBjja cos cos 21^ e

(A,l*42a)

(A. 1 .42b)

(A* 1 .42c)

A
mm

H,
sin

± jk. 2

« ‘"^ra.n .-in SM sin e

h

nitv

h

"m,n

+ (A.1.42e)
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o e

TM~modes: Assume H

r [(^)2 + ns:

+ 3K
sin iifi cos 2^ e

*Vx V,
1 V

h z )

so that
X Oy

d [V

Hv = -^

(A.1.42f)

(A.1.43)

(A. 1.44)

(A.1.45)

d2jC/,

(A.1.46)

‘y 30) e^ 6y '3z
(A.1.47)

£ =
z

«Th ^ fFh
j" '^re

^ ax^ 5y2

( A.1.48)

Y can be shown to satisfy

(V^ + k2)'/'h = ° {A.1.49)

whose solution, consistent with the boundary conditions

involved, is
±j^z

^

irnix B2SI e (A.1.50)
A_ „ cos ~ sin

^
h„ „

“ w

where k is as given by eq. (A.l*4l)'
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The field expressions follow;

nit/v

H,

H.

Jun cos ISH cos

mnA

z

> m.n

±jk.
SMi sin J2H2S sin ^ e

H, = 0
7.

„ mo/i +jk 2

P — 4.
in,* n . miTY . >^-»rtr Z,-M sin SSS sin xai e ”>'>

"e

m.n n%I\

E • - +
y ~ w c, e^„' 0 rc e

^ cos cos e

E. ,„5.t„
n... [(M )2 ^

(n2E)23
njx 3.^ ^ -m,n

G 0

(A. 1.51a)

CA.i.51b)

(A.l.Slc)

(A.l.Sld)

(A.l.Sle)

z

-G

(A.l.Slf)

For practical cases, h <<K . This makes the propaga-

tion oi any mode having n > 0 impossible at the conventional

microwave frequencies, as can be seen from eq. (A. 1.41) In

other mrdB, for h << X ,
only n=0 mode has its operating band

in the microwave region. However, as can be seen from oq.

(A.i.bl), n=0 makes all the field components zero. Thus, it

can be concluded that for h « X , no TM inodes can exist on

n planar waveguide.



APPENDIX II

HailVALE-Ii'JT-CirtCUIT PARM'lETERS OF OPEN-END AND GAP DISCX)NTI-
MU1T1E3 IN A MICRDSTRIP LINE

I ho opon-encl and gap discontinuities in a micxostrip

Lint' ,,iro Miov/n^ alongwith their equivalent circuits, in Figs,

and ?,13, respectively. The various closed-form easy-

lo-u'"**.' oxp re scions for the parameters of equivalent circuits

oi llut'.f' riiscontinuities follow.

OP Hi:-END I A very simple empirical formula for the capacitance

C ol .m open-ended microstrip was given by Silvester and
0 c

ht-nodok [?.0H] in 1972, This formula was obtained by Curve-

fitting the tminerical results that were computed by these

authors ucincj the method of line sources with charge reversal.

Tho fortaula follows;

= exp [ in 10 S C.(e^) (log f
)^"

]

Ca.2.1)

whero C.'s arc* the numerical constants tabulated in reference

[202] for « 1,0, 2.5, 4.2, 9.6, 16.0 and 51.0. For

^ 2.5, the values of are 1.295, -0.2817 ,
0.1o67,

-0.01 i3, -0.0267 for i-1,2,3,4,5 respectively.

The equivalent line length Ajpe
obta'

from by
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A 9.

o c

An f

c C ^ Z- oc om

r e
ro

(A.2.2)

•^'.pirical expression for Aj^^/h was also reported

i»y wniM and itihl [207] in 1978. The expression follows:

r“e^g--0.2Wrw7h+oT^o7 (A.2.3)

Mt.iXiriiUi;'! relative error in this expression, as compared

a'Ajiaal eci. (A.2,1), is less than 4 percent for w/h > 0.20

and 2 < < hO,

T!m,> ai^ovo mentioned expressions are obtained quasi-

rtatically and do not take into account the effects of

diaporaioru A frequency-dependent expression for in case

of a i-hieldod inicrostrip has recently been given by Bedair

and :j(;bhy [2033-[204], For an unshielded microstrip, the

forr.iula given by these authors simplifies to

oc -r cot (0.441 p.h) ]
Pci

2%
wl.oro fe - ^ -r

and the capacitance per unit length of the mlcrostrlp is

'*ivcn by

0 = KUc^

( A«2»4)

(A.2.5)

(A.2.6)
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w i th k = tanh

and
CM

I

(A.2.7)

(A.2.8)

In f.q, (a. 2. 5), K(k) represents the complete elliptic

.mt/,Mjjvii ol first kind having argument k. The following

Ti'l.-ilions can be used to compute K(k)/K(k'):

1

%
In -24±£kll-“

for 0.707 < k < 1

in

i-or 0 < k < 0.707 (A. 2. 9)

A :>L(nplifiod quasi-static expression that approximates

f?fu (A. 2.*!} within 3 percent for p^h <0.68 is

0.441hC 0 » 2204'w/h
0.88'2+w/h

(A.2.10)

CAP: Only quasi-static results seem to have been reported for

a 'lap in inicro strip. By curve-fitting the numerical results

coiapu tod by Benedek and Silvester [205], Garg and Bahl [:^73

ciorivcd the following expressions for the equivalent-circuit

parameter.', of a microstrip gap:

%- Cpt'/m) = (j)” «P Vfl)W
(A.2.11)
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vv
(pF/m) = (

s

w ^ exp (kg) (A.2*12)

wht'rt'

(0.619 log ^ - 0.3853)

^..26 - 1.453 log ~ (A.2a3)

for 0.1 < s/w <1.0

:,ig - O.o675

- ;:.043 (A.2.l4a)

lor 0.1 ^ e/w <_ 0.3

2 - 1

’ (v7/h)°'^^

for 0.3 < s/w < 1.0 ( A*2*l4b)

T1.C1.C for,nulas are valid for the range 0.5 < w/h < 2.0

,„„l arply for = 0.6 only. For any other value of

in U>- rnnqe of 2.5 < < 15.0, the values of C„ and can

I'.e calculated from

and

o r w

(A.2.15)

(A.2.16)
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Once and are known, and can be found

from

%= k^e (A.2.17)

and

= I '=0 - r ^ (A.2.18)

Equivalent line length may be calculated using

Al = (A,2,19)
y v e re

The accuracy of the above expressions is within 7 percent,

as cumr^arod against the numerical results [205], for the

;,pc'c i i ied ranges of parameters values.
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